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A BIG
PRINTING JOB

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn
Territory —

'VOLUME SIXTEEN

FULTON, KENTUCKY,

Ilk

or a little one—we offer you all the resources of our experienced, skilled service.
Phone 4 7 0

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1947
N UMBER FIFTY-SEVEN

SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN
FARM BUREAU GROUPS ELECT OFFICERS;
RESIGNS

MANY TO ATTEND NATIONAL CONVENTION.

'Jovial Gent to Greet Tots
On Lake St. Tomorrow

The last of the seven schedultal
communby Farm Bureau meetings
was held last Friday night at the Fulton Library Adds New
Palestine Community House, when
genial Roy Bard was
re-elected Books, Mrs. Boyd Reports
president of that community group
Several new books have
New Owners Operating
by acclamation. For his untiring ef- added to the Fulton Library, been
Mrs.
forts as community president, Mr. Wilmon Boyd announc
Morris Launderatte
MR'
ed today,tIty
Bard was given a vote of thanks are: •
H. L. Hardy, local realtor, and
by the approximately 200 members
-Nothing So Strange, by James HilHerman Easley have purchased the
who make up the enthusiastic ton; The Bright Promise
, by Richard
Morris Automatic Launderette out
group.
Sherman; Came a Cavalier, by
Santa Claus, the bewhiskered gentlem
on West State Line, and have as•
Other officers elected were R. B. Frances Parkins
an
on Keyes; Darker
su.med operation of the business will arrive in Fulton aboard the City of New of the Christmas season
Mobley, vice-president and Homer Grows the Valley,
Orleans at 2.30 p m on
by
Harry
Harthis week.
Saturday, December 13. He will arrive at the depot.
Weatherspoon, secretary-treasurer. rison
Through the courtKroll: House Divided, by Ben
The facilities of the launderette esy of the Illinois CJntral and T. K. (Tom)
During the evening short talks Ames Willinan
Williams, along-time resis; and the following
are being expanded with the addi- dent• of Fulton and now superintendent
were made by the mernbers of the very fine new
of
books
tion of five new Launderall auto- special train was sent to the North Pole and the Kentucky Division, a
County Board of Directors and readers: Lassie Come for younger
met at Chicago by the City
Home, by
matic washers, according to the
from County Farm Bureau Presi- Eric Knight; Pecos
of
New
Orleans, so that St. Nick
Bill,
by
Dr.
new
owners.
dent Charles Wright who said "when James Cloyd Bowman
Two Excellent Films To could come here and
spread cheer
Mrs.
;
PigMr.
Easley
will
manage
the
new
you think of such evils as Com- gle-Wiggle, by
the kiddies and grown-ups of
Betty MacDonald
venture.
Be Shown Here Next Week toFulton.
munism. Socialism, and the other and Easter Surprise
,
by
Helen
K.
isms that there are in the world, Rathbun.
Santa Claus
Local theatre patrons are in
wired
Clifford
it makes us feel so grateful for
—
Christmas SP11104 _
i,tore for two big treats this week Shields, president of , the Young
CHIEF K. P. DALTON
the wonderful Americanism shown
Men's
Business Club that he was
in local theaters, according to Joe
FULTON HIGHhere tonight. Why would anybody
making plans to be here this SatBrown, manager.
want to make a change."
urday,
next Saturday and on
Headlini
LIGHTS
ng the weekend program
Principal speaker for tau. evening
for sport fans is the showing of the Christmas Eve to take last minute
by
was Roscoe Stone of Fulton counJoe Louis—"Jersey Joe" Walcott orders for toys and gifts for every
JANE SHELBY
ty, a member of the Kent ucky
championship fight pictures. All member of the family. Farm Bureau State Board. allAt the station he will be met by
fifteen rounds of last week's hotStone carefully elaborated upon the
Well, ole gang, ole sox, ole shoes ly-disputed decision will be shown city officials and members of civic
several proceeded changes in the
here I am again, making a second at the Fulton theatre today and to- organizations and will ride down
cormtitutio:i of the state organizeIn spit( of protesis filed with the
stab at this job of writing.
morrow in connection with the reg., Lake street
•
The_ resignation of Chief of Potion that will be brought before the election commissioners of Obion
4,
•
*
*
•
l*
Every girl in school must have ular feature.
eonvenion o be held in January at county, "Marrying Squire.- S.
lice
K. P. Dalton and the appoint- been green
Through
the
courtesy
Over
A.
at
Orpheu
of Maywith envy last Friday
the
m, the seaLouisville.
ment
McDade was declared mayor qf
of G. J. (Gip) McDade as night
or Boaz and the City Fire Des.on's outstanding picture, "The
Addressing the meeting also were South Fulton, Tenn., in a recount acting chief was announced today only as Marilee Beadles was the
partment Santa Claus will ride
girl
Best
popular, J. B. McGehee and John of the votes. which netted the win. by T. T. Boaz, mayor of Fulton. Mr. banquet present at the football shownYears of our Lives," will be
the fire truck down Lake street.
Watts, secretary-treasurer of the ner an addittonal vote at the out- Dalton handed in his resignation with all. Just imagine being there Thursda Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Mayor
Boaz is issueing an inthose he-man football playy. For their superb perRaton County Farm Bureau and set. McDade pilled three more votes on Mcmday of this week to become ers.
vitation to all the kiddies in
formance in making this picture, the
You lucky girl.
County agent, respectively.
than his oppenent J. H. Lowe, en- effective on Friday, December 12.
Fulton
and
surrounding atie,a to
directors and actors received nine
• • •
cumbent on the basis of unofficial The remainder of Mr. Dalton's term
visit the city on each Saturday
of the academy awards.
It
seems
that
the
Rotarian
Recognized as one of the fins
wondwhich
expires January 1. 1948 will
returns following the election. The
that Santa will make his visit
The picture, a
est county Farrn Bureau groups,
recount gave him a four-vote lead. be filled by Mr. McDade. The, ap- ered if the football boys might like mental reactions stirring study in
following wartime • here.
not only in Kentucky, but In
•
pointment of a permanent chief of a change of the location of th service,
•
•
Final vote was 96-92.
«
•
• •
runs around four hours;
tbe United States, or perhaps
• Another protest filed coneerning police will be given consideration football banquet. The decision w
Santa Claus, the Young Men's
one
perform
ance
will
be
left
given
to
the
each
boys,
however, and the
tbe world, the leaders of the
the filing of tardy campaign ex- by the City Council.
Business
Chib and all the folks in
voted unamimously to have the afternooh and each evening of, its
group are striving for ,U1611
penditures by the Squire also aMr. McDade has been an employlocal run. The matinee during the Fulton are inviting you to bring
members fir MIL The
mounted to naught, when it was re- ee of the City of Fulton for nearly banquet at the Cafeteria, instead of week venture is a change
the
kiddies
to see Santa, because if
the Rainbow Room." I wonder If
from the
cation es polnind oat has
vealed that attempts to file the re- r
eetv
there's not a big crowd to greet
eli
eitt years and prior to that thne the
Net -that the second year home normal program of the theatre, but him
like highest poreentage
l.:01c were unsuccesdul 'because BY
he may not bring all the presin this lam& as a deputy
is necessary
,view of the bangth
er membership of any group in
the absence from 'his office of the sheriff. A resident of the city for ec. girls-Mere to be the waitreasea of the film and
.Nits
Kentucky and one of the high.
,arope.,r official with which to file more than 25 years, he has had wide at the cafeteria, coukl have biased performance dailythe fact' that one
An
invitation is especially hatted
-may not handle
their decision?
est in the Nation.
the expenditures.
experience in law-enforcing prothe ,expected large attendance, ac- to children and- grown-ups in the
•
• • •
If you have not joined the
Election commissioners of Obion cedure.
surroun
ding towns to visit for a
cording
to Brown.
have been reading about cities
Talton County Farm Bureau
eountv are Tom Elam and Charles
few minutes vitith the good ole resi— Ray Christman %rain —
In a statement to the Nevi's, to- where jitterbugging was going -out
Yon are urged to do so today.
7,erett.
dent of the North Pole.
day, Mr. McDade said that "in ac- -if style, but I didn't really believe.
Failure to do so is your loss . .
—
— Ituy Chrintmas Smile —
Christmas seal. _
cepting the office of acting chief I it till the other night when I went
—the eds.
Santa
arrives Sat. Dec. 13, 2:30 p.m.
will do my very best to see that the to a dance. Sure enough, even right
Ten County Delegates
—
Christman grain —
laws of the city are strictly en- here in Fulton, jitterbugging is defHighlighting the evening's enterforced."
tainment were miisical numbers and Attend National Meet
initely going out. When a fast piece
comedy skits presented by Jack
Mr. Dalton, who joined the police was played, there were only about
Charles E. Wright, president of
Foy and his partner Elmer Foy. the Fulton County Farm Bureau
force in September 1933 and who three couples dancing (and most of
anMusical solos were rendered by nounced today that ten delegate
By Alice Clark
s, was made chief in June 1937 has the time, two of the three couples
Caarlotte Ann Wiseman. accompani- --•presenting each community
Farm made no announcement of his fit- were girls dancing together). All
ed by Jack FOY. who presented sev- 13ureau in the county, were being 'ere plans but indicated that he these boys that say they can't dance
1-1110 gang, how are you this
ere] of his original compositions.
Rent to the National Convention of would continue to reside in Fulton can surely get up enough pep to
week? As for the roundhouse we
Food for the evening was pre- the American Farm Bureau in
and would go into other fields of waltz. How times are changing.
Chiare all working hard and dreaming
• • 0
pai ed by the ladies of the com- cago on December 14-18. Each
"That number has been changed
del- -ndeavor around January 1.
manta!, whose reputation can best Peat, will have his transpor
The Seniors of Felton and Union of a white Christmas and thinking is outdated now for a new telephon''
In relinquishing his post as Chief
tation
e
be described by quick exchange of and hotel reservations paid
City high schools participated in a how we should appreciate that we directory for Fulton,
-if Police Mr. Dalton told
..vords between Jim McGehee and the community h.' represen for by "I have enjoyed my workthe News, "Quiz of Two Cities," last Sunday are here at home and can, be to- many new and changed containing
ts.
with the
listing
Roy Bard.
other helpful telephone informatand
city immensely and have had the afternoon, over station WENK. Our gether on this day.
The delegates are as follows:
ion
"What would the Fulton County
Let's
talk for
a
Roy Bard, from 'Palestine; H. W. pleasure of working with some contestants were BillY Campbell,
minute no has just been distributed.
Farm Bureau be without the ladies Walker
Approximately 2311 new direca
from Crutchfield; Hugh E. mighty fine men on the council. I Jackie Bard, and Read Holland. We safety. Sure you can protect yourof the Homemakers Club.- said Jim C;arrigan,
Jr.. from Cayce; Lucian have worked in harmony with all of !ost by a score of 18 to 16, but self the hard way but the best pre- tories have been delivered to homes
in eloquent words praising the lad.
Isbell, from Sylvan Shade: C. K. •bem and disagreed only once and are're not dishearteneid. They had. vention of accidents is to know and and offices, according to F. H. Ridies of the county.
that was when they voted uniforms plenty of moral support even though avoid the dangers of unsafe acts dle, manager for the Southern Bell
Davis
"Hungry," said Roy Bard . . . from from Hickman. Guy Barnett for the force. I refused
Telephone Company.
to wear a we couldn't give them a hint. May- and conditions.
Brownsville. Kelty Conder
And that's only half of it.
The new directory has a gray
from Western and J. B. McGehee aeiform and will the next time I he in a few weeks we can have anSafety shoes and goggles save a
Other community electicins held in -s secretar
lot of eye and foot injuries. They cover, which makes i teasily diSy and treasurer of the have a job that calls for a uniform, ither try at it.• * •
County Farm Bureau are as fol- enmity
are the best second line of defense tinguishable from the old greenorganization. Mrs. J. B. Mc- enless- its the uniform of Uncle
lows:
aae
covered telephone book.
Wonder if Betty Sue Johnson has against these injuries, but
Gehee will represent the Associated qam."
we also
Cayce on November 19, re-elected Women:
been
Mr. Riddle asks that telepho
eating
gun-powder . . .those have to reckon with freak acciMr. Dalton served the city for
Mrs.
Roy
D.
Taylor,
ne
presiChes. E. Adams, pres.. elected Hugh -lent
the first time during the term of centainly are mighty pretty bangs dents. Office workers have had eye users refer to the new directory
Fulton
County
Homema
kers
E. Carrigan, Jr. vice-pres.: and John 1011
for
she's
the
sporting
.
Some
desired
folks
do and Injuries from sharp lead pencils, a
number. Lookingrepresent both the Fulton Coun- Paul DeMyer as mayor and was
P. Wilson. seciy. and treas.
reappointed by Mayor Boaz with .ome folks don't, but Betty Sue worker on a high scaffold ivhere up the number helps avoid the pos'Y Farm Bureau and
Crutchfield
on
sibility
really looks bang-up in bangs.
November 20, 'Thunt; Homemakers. the Fulton whom he has worked ever
of
getting
a wrong number,
unobstru
cted
vision was needed
since.
0 •
el - led Neal Little, pres.. and O. CI.
most for safety caught his eye with and frequently saves time for the
— sip Christman Spain —
— Ray Christmas Snaln —
lb
vice-pres., re-elected J. R.
calling party as well as the
Ever see anything 2S -,wish as -I loose end of wire with
party
NeESS Bette Jo Hudson and Miss
sc'y. and treas.
Becky Fay Harden and Billy Camp- was lashing the planks. wh, h he who niight be called in error. Con'Western on November 21. elected l'ocla Belle Ward spent Saturday in Premium Livestocic Being hell at the football dance last Frisulting
the
directory also
helps
big idea in handling :Maria
Raymond King. pres.. and Kelty --ducah shopping.
make the last use of already crowdSold at Temi.-Ky. Auction any night. Becky looked like some- orThe
dangerous objects of any kind
Conder, vice-pres., re-elected Kered central office equipment. "Inthing out of a story-book witn her is to
constantly keep
Premium livestock at highest ballerina skirt and
mit Parks. sec'y. and treas.
Palestine on December 5, also reGibson girl will happen if they in mind what formation" should be called only
slip or are when the desired
Sylvan Shade on November 26, elected all three officers, Roy Bard. market prices are being sold each blouse.
carelessly
handled.
Unless we listed in the directornumber is not
• • •
re-elected all three officers, as fol- rres., R. B. Mobley, vice-pres., and Friday at the Tenn.-Ky. Auction
y.
keep
lows: Lucian H. Isbell. pres., Leon- Homer Weatherspoon, sees,. and Sales Company, it was made known
Wonder if Read Holland is still alwaysourselves danger minded and
Because of the continuing paper
interested in safe practice shortage
here by one of the officers of the trying to figure out why
ard Baeon Maddox. vice-pres., and treas.
.
only a limited supply of
you can't a lot of things can
company.
happen. To read
Milt Jr.. Shaw, sec'y. an dtreas.
prune a prune tree. He says you or
ies could be printed, and
All seven of these presidents
talk about safety at least once a director
Located on the Martin Highway, could on the "Quiz of Two
Hickman on November 28. elect- elected from their
Mr.
Riddle
Cities"
requests that good
communities will
clay is good accident prevention.
sales are held each week at one program, but friend Billy
be taken of the new copies. He care
ed J. C. Bondurant, pres. and C. A. be elected to serve on the County
Camp- Don't rely on protecti
also
e'clock with a large crowd of in - bell savs.it can't be done. That
ye
equipLattus, vice-pres.. re-elected Roland Board of Director
suggests that the old directories
was
s if they are con- 'crested buyers and sellers on
be
Green. see'y. and treas.
hand. some fine sparring you did on that ment alone.
turned over to scrap paper collecfirmed at the Annual County Con- The sales have
Our railroad retirement questions tors with other
been conducted answer Billy, but suppose you knoW
Bronsville on November 29, re- vention
waste
to be held next February since November 7 and have
paper.
— Ray Christman Smite —
elected Guy Barnett, prs., Clarence rm• the ensuing
been now that prunes don't grow they're and answers this week are:
year following the gaining momemtum each week.
Q. I am ready to retire. What is Santa arrives
Young, vice-prec.. and Irvine Ed- convention,
made . . . from plums, ya know!
Sat. Dec. 13. 2:30 p.m.
Mr.
so
McGehe
stated.
e
my
Organizers
first step?
— Roy Christman
• • ••
wards. ser'y. asd treas.
Semis —
HP also-stated that the new Board of the area's of the company, one
— Tiny Chrintman Seal^ —
A. You should file an application ATTEND
newest, are Carl King.
And
for
your
mystery
INNAU
bone
to
GURATION
would also consist of two women C. M. Townes
and Van Reed, who anaw on this week your scribe wnn- for annuity.
Santa arrives Sat. Dec. 13, 2:30 p.m. director
J. B. McGehee
s representing the Home- invite farmers of the area
Q. Where can I obtain _such an itt, our "tiewly and Harvey Pewto visit ders what happened from the time
elected representamakers and 1st& confirmed at the -aeir barns.
tives"
a ticket was bought for the dance'
left Monday morning for
eonvention, with the additional
— Tiny Chrintman Realm —
A.
From
any
field
office
Frankfor
Friday
or
t
frorn
night to the time "Home,
to attend the Governors
Board members to be elected direct
Waymon Campbell
the railroad retirement board in Innauguration of
Earle C. Clements.
`-om the floor consisting of the Ohio, was called here of Cleveland, Sweet Home," was played. Yea, and Chicago.
—
Ray
account
on
of
ehtl.tma. Seals
I
say
to
you
that
local
a
swain,
chiiirman of the associated women the death of his mother.
The railroad retirement questions
Mrs.
Will
sonlor
grade,
bought
ticket
a
for
3nd two directors at large one from McDade. Mr. Campbell
will remain one lass and took another home. that appear in this paper are ques-e-h end of the count,a-.
tions that are asked by the emin Fulton with relatives until the Tsk, Tsk. is chilavry.
The secretary stated further that
ployees each week or •the ones
(ff the Month.
Do it quickly, easily and rico"It's the rhumba, no?"
Jane
this year attendance to all the com
written to me 'and answered in this
nomi,mily by sending The Ful- "Ws ths ‘liamba, yesr
•-•••••-ate eleetions exceded by far,
column.
ton County News as a gift sub"It's lika the conga. you mean," any other year with actual attendFireman and Mrs. Stanley Parscription. Its simple! Pick up
said the two curbstones as they dis- !ince of 1315 at all seven communit-am are the proud parents of a
your phone, and order a subcuaaed the possibility of an auto ,;,-• rrom all iadication. the 1000
-1 -iir•hter horn Monday at
scription to be sent to a friend
Haws
with Si Vitus dance.
members will be obtained this year
Memorial hospital.
or relative. WP'11 start the 'flapBut IOU, Phoebe iust laughed he .Tanuarv 1st which will probably
Laborer J. T. Miler is getting a er and scud the gift card. A
and laughed bccause she knew that he the largest percentage, of farmtrey, you written that letter to '
,mite a letter to Santa Claus and lene nicely at -his home on Bates
Christm
as gift every week in
thev werr iust looking at the cars -rs beinn Farm Flores,
•zentaBetter
do
it today and have 4-11 hie, What they would like in street.
' members of
the Year!
trying like heck to worm their way any eounty in the United States.
'letter in the contest to win their Chriatmas stocking. The News
W M. Blackstone attended the
And
too: we have a lovely
clown Seeond street just off Lake. Mambershin standing for this year tR
resh for the best letter writ- will nebbish each letter received eliggestion mteting
at
suPnlv of Christmas cards orr
Jackson
They don't have to wear a girdle 'o..date le 767. only 233 more to go. +en to the generous old gent.
in issuea nithlished before the holi- Tenn., Monday.
band forjou who have not Yet
but it helps to pass an eastbound
Gels0 is so enthwiased, he
sc,
ales and for the best letter written
Mrs Tom Cursey and childrer
%fleeted ' your cards or -he
The Fulton County News is isnap with a westbound back with -avs.. "don't +Ake me word for It,
and
selected
by
comnete
a
Reverly
nt group
and Buck attended the
have exhaurited your supply.
a a eep-a•••-•
+he leaders from each com- suing an invitation today to every of judges the News will award a Phristmas parade at Jackson
Hos of *20, nase-on. tor only, Tenn
bound track.
munity."
boy and girl in the Fulton area to
•Ns SS Orl in cash.
Friday.
$1,29.

Parade to Usher in St. Nick
2:30 pm. W iAt 11 Take Orders

RECOUNT STILL SAYS OTY POLICE FORCE
MCDADE IS MAYOR
CHANGES MADE
GAINS 1 VOTE
BY BOAZ

Roundhouse
Round-Up NEW PHONE BOOK
FOR FULTON
NOW OUT

Little
Phoebe

_
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING!

SANTA WANTS YOUR LETTER, KIDDIES-NEWS
WILL PAY $5 PRIZE FOR BEST LETTER SENT

•

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna Al. Westphelin2

Webb Chosen As
UK'Man of Year,

EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
Faltered as second class matter June 28, 1933, at the post office at Fulton, Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political Cards;
charged at the rates specified by advertising department.

Husband-Plus $2.55
Geis Wife Lap Table
With the help of her husband for
about three hours and $2.55, Mrs.
Cecil Fisher- of Pulaskie county
made a lap table which has saveel
her considerable lifting and carry' ing. Using , scrap lumber for the
table which they painted, they
,bought large, substantial ball-bear-

Subscription rates radius of 20 miles bf Fulton $2.00 a year. Elsewhere
$2.50 a year.
There is .
. nothing that keeps the heart y.oung like
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

Friday, December 12, 1947

ing rollers to perrnit it to be moved UK BAND SEEKS NEW TITLE
The University of Kentucky's
about easily. The table has been
found useful for canning, sewing, "Best Band in Dixie" will be out
after another title this week (Dec.
arepaiang meals ad studying, as well 6) as they invade Clevela
nd to peras for transporting tubfuls of water form before spectators at the Great
frern pump 4o washing machine. Lakes Bowl tilt between Kentucky
Mrs. Fisher learned how helpful and Villanova Saturday. More than
such a table can be from Miss Ida $1.500 was raised by voluntary con.
C. Hagman, home management tributions of student organizations,
specialist at the UK College of the Athletic Association and football
Agriaulture and Home Economics. fans to send the 100-piece U.K. band
into "Yankee'. territory.

THROUGH

"Who're You Kidding, Washington?
•

In the' Publisher's Auxiliary, trade journal and the
"bible" of the newspaper profession,'we have read an article the prompts ds to say "amcn- on this pleasant day in
December.
The article is about you, and us, and about all, the
, fine little peaple whci make up the "grass roots" that 'he
folks in Washington refer to. Yes, we are „the folks they,.
consider the grea' criterion of national activity, the folks
they want to please when making laws, the groups they poll
for public opinion to see how the wheels are turning.
We are the folks they 'alk about most and please the
least. And if you don't believe it. take the case of the Freedom
Train.
The Young Men's Business Club headed by publicspirited Clifford Shields, and composed of the most energeic
group of members anywhere in Kentucky, tried their deal
level best to get the Freedom Train to make a s'op at Fulton. No luck! Of course the train can't stop at every hamle'
with a railroad station, but we think tha' in view
of our
city's stra'egic position as a railroad center it could possibly
have made a stop here.
We could elaborate on the chagrin we feel when communities such as ours are ignored, but we'll publish
the
s'ory in the Publisher's Auxiliary, for it fits our
sentiments
to a "T."
"Apparently Washington stiil thinks that the
United
States consis's of only the metropolitan cities, David
J. Kreira
son, director of the Bradford (Pa.) Journal, complai
ns in a
recent issue of his paper.
"With the Frec.dom Train rolling across the
country,
few smaller cities and communities have been
privileged 'o
inspect the historical documents. and the many
things that
were part of 'he mortar that'''Went into the
moulding ani
building of our great country," he continues.
"We think it is about time that Washington
and its
publicity-minded departments thOugh", somethi
ng of the communities, towns and smaller cities when trying
in spread
good-will and patriotism,' he concludes.
"Kreinson specifically suggests 'hat the
train "would
not have to stop at every whistle-stop"
but that ''it could be
brough' into Bradford where near 60,000
persons of McKean
county could thrill at its exhibits."
(Edi'ora dote: This is not the_first complai
nt
weekly editors have voiced concerning
the Freedom Train. Some publishers have arrange
d tours
to near-by cities where the train stopped
. Others
have asked as has Kreinson, 'that some
considera'ion be given of urban citizens althoug
h the
physical impossibility of a stop in every
community is apparent).

1

Fulton, Ky.

For Ambulance Service
Day or Night
PHONE 88
•
WINFRED WHITNEL
ANN W. HORNBEAK Owners

Here's time-saving service to Indianapolis, Detroit,
and
important intermediate points! By eliminating locol
stops,
Greyhound's through buses cut running time to o minimum
...
add extra convenience to •Vour Greyhound travel
at no extra
cost! Equally fine service to Memphis.

TOLEDO

Legion Looking For
Convention Slogans

FT. WAYNE

Con you think of a good slogan
for the 30th national convention of
The American Legion in Miarni,
October 17 to 21, 1948?
If so, Na'ional Convention Director Ed McGail of The American
Levion would like to have it—but
soon. Preferably he would like a
slogan that would tie in 1948 vacation plans with next year's Amer:can Legion convenion.
The slogan for the 18th national
convention in Cleveland, Ohio, in
:936 was, "Cleveland for a Perfect
'16."
As a starter for 'he Miami convention slogan, hecle is a sample:
"KEEP THAT MIAMI DATE IN
1948!"
Can you ,improve on it?

INDIANAPOLIS
EVANSVILLE
MEMPHIS

4:00 A.M.
1:25 P. M.
.,,
11.15 P.M.
NI:the Way
$6.45
... $9.50

4:00. P. M.
1:30 p. m.
11:05 A.M.
Round Trip
$11.65
$17.10

UNION BUS STATION
4th and Carr

TAC-A40,
Z-Ai-ArAM

'

7,APiTOL
COMMENTS

2 DEPARTURES DAILY
Lv Fulton
Ar. Indianapolis
Ar. Detroit
Fares
To Indianapolis.......
Tb Detroit

Phone 44

$44AC:AM.°X-414-0C-Utrigeg--ACAC

THE SEASON'S SMARTEST

ELECTRIC GIFTS
v

w

13)- David M. Porter

Hotpoint Refrigerators, Zenith, RCA, Phileo
Radios, Phile6 Refrigerators, Hotpoint
Electric Range. Maytag Washer,
Bendix- Home Laundry.

The Home of

Good Chili
HICKORY LOG
B Roll
108 East Fourth Street

DETROIT

"In the early days of the "New
Deal,' the Presi ent and Congress .
-..ere constantly ampered by decieons of the Su rerne Court that , a
..-e..-e killing propoced social and 1111.•
,conomic reforms. It was a con- Na
,ervation Court wi'h a liberal Con- , 1
aress and President. The PreSident
ncl the Attorne; General we're con- ' •
stantly fighting to change 'heir '
views and finally with the death
and retirement of a number of
Many well-known electrical appliances are easy to get this
them, a court wi'h a more liberal,
viewpoint, gave 'inteepretations of
year ... we have them for immediate delivery; others are
the law that permitted such 'hin6
.!!,, the TVA, REA, Social Security.
arriving regularly in Email shipments. We invite to drop in
and Old Age Assistance.
e
The interpretion of the Cour' ro
of Appeals last weal; brought the
and let us show vou what we ha-ve.:—
above incidents to mind. for our ttfl
'r'
e
State has been hampered by a Con- lar
sti`ution that was drawn in 1891.
and tirries and conditions have certainly changed, bringing new problems- and new needs for Government.- One thing that has been a
drawback to the Sta'e and its peca
ple is the Section 246 that puts a
limitation of five thousand a year
on S'ate officers. In 1891 that was
a comparatively large sum and
certainly a fair one for State officials, but now it is not adequate.
Our schools cer'ainly need the best
authoritiei to train our future leaders in Engineering, Science. Medicine and all the other specialied
vocations in our modern system of
living. How can we exmal to ge•
ecod erofessors in our Universities
WE HAVE A NICE SELECTWN OF GIFTS FOR THE HOME
and Colleges for B.6000 a year when
they can make from two to five
TABLES --- MIRRORS --- PICTURES --- SEWING CABINETS --times as much in private industry
and future is urrestric'ed with no
enlary limitation?
CHAIRS OF MANY DESCRIPTIONS --- FLOOR AND TABLE
_
This hrings on the impbrtant and
long queF`icn of laws being changed
LAMPS --- HASSOCKS --- MAGAZINE RACKS --- SOME NICE TOYS
or circumvented without the an
araeal of thc people and thus
the
AND MANY OTHER GIFTS.
ruin-late rlanver ef a
dictatorship.
1

Whitnel-Hornbeettk
Funeral Home
408 Eddings Street

DETROIT
awd
NDIANAPOLIS

Lafayette Stud.,

DR. W. S. WEN'S
The signal honor of being chosen
University of Kentucky's
uished Professor of the "Disting
Year" in
the College of Arts and Sciences
secret vote of his colleagues on by
the
faculty this year goes to
Dr.
William S. Webb. noted scientLst and
head of the University Physics
department sinoe 1915.
Known throughout the state as
an outstanding physicist and
archaeologist, the 65-year-old native
Kentueklan was born in Greendale
and graduated from the state university in 1901. He has conduct
ed
numerous archaeological excavations in various parts of Kentuck
y.
Indiana and Tennessee.
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BENNETT ELECTRIC
Main Street

Phone 201

Fulton, Ky.
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OLDEST UNIVERSITY GRAD
1 Lexlngton. The 90-year-old Emerit
MISSES HOMECOMING
us
1 Professor of Soil Technoliogy and
Among othe missing, but not for- I Chemist Emeritus of the Experi-1 gotten by fellow "old grads" during the University of Kentucky's ment Station was graduated from
homecoming celebration recently ; the A. & M. College of Kentucky/
was the oldest living graduate of ba.-.4c in 1880 and is carried on alumU.K.—Dr. Alfred Meredith Peter of ni records as the oldest alumnus.

FARMERS ADVISEDIO
mVEST IN EQUIPMENT
TO SAVE TIME, LABOR

Farmers should invest now in
kibor-saving devices, according to
'Ernest R. Acker of Poughkeepsie,
IN. Y., president of Central Hudson
I Gas and Electric • Corp.
Poin'ing out to the farmers they
have a little more money in their
TIN SHOP
tpockets than they had five or ten
yeads ago, Mr. Acker said in a
oroadcast:
"By investing now in labor-saving devices, you wili not only increase profi's immediately, but
will assure yourself of .maintaining better marg1ns, if future markets shrink."
Among the newer labor-saving
devices, Mr, Acker declared, are the
automatic stable cleaner which does
a 90-minu'e job in 20 minutes, the
milk can lifter, the hay arid grain
e.evaturs, and modern lighting system for barn and yard to save
"groping time" before dawn
and
after dark.
"On
poultry
farms, electric
SitikritingocintintiligiiiintiltilltillarifilleteliltildnifilINKilliCintilltintiliCritiniangirgintincisime* brooders and
egg-cleaning
map chines are recognized labor-saving
g devices," Mr. Acker con'inued.
"More recently the extension of
g weer systems into the laying
houses and out on tne range to supply au'omatic fountains has been
I mutie possible by the use of automatic controls and electric heating
OF
cable to prevent freezing in the
winter."
The au'oma4c electric milk cooler has gained universal accePtance
because of -the great labor-saving
it produces, Mr. Acker said, and
the milkng machne has gained almost equal acceptance. "The more
BLENDED WHISKEY
recen' practice of 'three-minute
_Seagram 7
King
milking' by machine as against 'sixCalvert Reserve
Bourbon DeLuxe
minute milking' by hand has put the
Schenley
P.M. DeLuxe
„. machine age for milkihg solidly on
Sunny Brook
Old Thompson
R its ,feet," he explained.
Bend & Lillard
Cream of Kentucky
Three Feathers
Golden Wedding
Four Roses
Three Feathers V.S.R.
Paul Jones
Beam's 93

I'd as soon travel around the
world in a cage of lions as in a
group of six or more friends from
whom trhere was no escape.
Socks, like alj other men's apparel, might as well be discarded
when a hole appears in one place
uecause holes will appear elsewhere
in no time.

SMALLMAN

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace

Roofing of All Kind

Gutter and Downspouts Reiaired or
Replaced
Phone 502

Olive Street

PROMPT
ATTENTION

Perfectly Finished

When your radio requires
prompt, expert attention,
call us. We will pick it up,
complete the repairs quickly
and expertly and return it in
time for you to hear your
radio
favorite
programs.
Cali us.

A call here wilt get Mose shirts wasneG and ironed
to perfection. For our special service gives special
attention "o each shirt — to rnake sure it's starched
and finished without a wrinkle . . . all ready to
put on. To have shirts that are always right, bright

CITY
Electric Co.

PARISIAN
Laundry 8c Cleaners

Fulton, Ky.

a

For the Holidays

BONDED WHISKEY
Old Grand Dad
Old Taylor
Old Crow
Yellowstone
I. W. Harper
Old Fitzgerald
Ky. Tavern
James E. Pepper

Brown-Kaiser
Bonds Mill
Mellow Bond
Old Heaven Hill
A. J. Cummins
Bonds Mill (8 yr.)
Old Forester
GINS

IN GOLDEN GLOVES
;TOURNEY TO BE
IN .1.0U1SVILLLE

I

Kinsey
Gilbey's
Fleislunann's
Wacers

Seagrazn
Gordon's
Schenley
Calvert

The tournament is to be jointly
sponsored by the Louisville and
Jefferson County Amateur Boxing
Association. Net proceed.s are to
be donated to charities yet to be
named.

-STRAIGHT BOURBON
Lem Motiow's Pripote Stook
Early Times. 5 yrs. 90 pr.
Brown Kaiser, 7 yrs. 90 pr.
Walker's DeLuxe, 6 yrs. 86 pr.
Old Charter, 6 yrs. 86 pr.
Old Hickory. 5 yrs. 86 pr.
Glenmore, 90 pr.
SCOTCH
Johnny Walker Red Johnny Walker Black
Old Angus
Black and White
Haig & Haig
White Horse
Vat 69.
Teachers Highland
Cream
Seagram V. O.
Canadian Club

CANADIAN
Harwoods

LIQUERS
Joel Webster Bourbon Liquer
Black Prince Bourbon Liquer
Kings Treasure (Highland Liquer)
Dubochett (Blackberry-Apricot)
Security (Peach and Apricot)

William A. Moore. Superintendent
of the Louisville Division of Recreation, has announced that the
Kentucky District Golden Gloves
Boxing Tournament will be held in
Louisville Male High School gymnasium on January 15. 19, 22 and 26.

-The Kentucky Golden Gloves setup is the same as in pas' years.
Competition is, to be held in all
weight .classifications in both the
Open and Novice Divisions, with all
divisional champions earning an exin nense-paid
trip to `he Regional
.
r. Tournament at Evansville. Ind.
P.
lit
Any boy may cornpete in tha big
it amateur show as long as he is a
1t hona fide amateur and possesses an
A Amateur Atletic Union Membership
it card. which may be ob'ained at the
it Recreation Division Office in Cena tral Park. Louisville, where enik tries now are being accepted. To
g enter hte Golden Gloves a boy
'" must fill out an entry blank which
may be obtained from he Recreation Dviision, Central Park, Louisville 8. Ky, and return this blank
properly filled out to the same adOress.
SIMPLICITY

RUM
Carioca
Ron Merito

Don Lista

BRANDIES
Lem Motlows Peach VSO Brandy
DeKuyper BlackberryLern Motlows Apple
Sir David Peach
DeKtiyper Peach
Loretto Peach
Melba Apple
WINES

In characte.. in manners, in
style. in all things. the supreme
excellence is simplici`y.—Longfellow.
Nothing is more simple than
greatness; indeed, to be simple iS
to be great.—Emerson.
There is a majesty in simplicity
which is far above the quaintness
of wit. —Pope.
"Love one a •o'her- (1 John iii.
23), is the most simple and profound counsel of the inspired writer —Mary Baker Eddy.
Simplicity, of all things, is the
hardest to be •copied.—Steele.

Garrets VA-Dare
Bardenheir's Port Sherry Muscatel
Gibson's Golden Pheasant Sherry Muscatel
Sunny Acres Port Muscatel
Italian Swiss Colony Burgundy Muscatel
Petri Sherry Muscatel

WATCH
IRING

Ford Liquor Store

EFFICIENT

The Largest and Most Cotnplete Stock
in Western Kentucky

Fine Whiskies,
Liquers, Gins,
Wines, Brandies
and Rums

1

Located
NEAR THE VIADUCT
LAKE ST. EXTENSION
FULTON, KENTUCKY
P. C. Ford

"Happy" Hogan

We appreciate very tnuch you patronage.

110103•71111141CMIXIIIMMIMPIDOWORITIMIDVIRNI*1111,1DRIONDIManialontonztosoggo.

YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR

k
eepsa e
IIIENIMCI.IfoliTt RID

K

DIAMONDS

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
MAIN ST.

/FULTON, KY.

The Classified Ads Bring Results
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THE O.K.
SCORES
AGAIN!
After more than 50 years of
research, we feel that now it
can be told:

THE OK GUARANTEES NO LOST ARTICLES
FROM YOUR LAUNDRY BUNDLE!
YOUR

COOPERATION

HAS MADE THIN

.014'SANITONE
OK LAUNDRY

CLEANERS

POSSIBLE.
By filling in your laundry list correctly and
completely when you
bring in your :bundle.
you have eliminated almost all chance of error
an our part . . . every
piece is thus accounted
for and returned
y-our finished bundle.

(Print Your Name Here)

Your Alark Here

YOUR LIST

Total Weight
Lbs.

Shirts
Sweat Shirts
Union Suit
Under Drawees

Finish Flat

• •

Under Shirt
TO THOSE OF YOU
WHO DON'T KNOW
SYSTEM,
THIS
OF
we wish to point out the
following facts:
1. Handle your laundry
bundle as you do your
bank deposit . . . list
your items on the ticke
("deposit slip") we furnish you. YOU MAY USE
THE REPRINT HERE,
IF YOU WISH.
2. Check to see I. a
you have listed COrlRECTLY.
3. PRINT your name
and address at the top
of 'he ticket ("deposit
slip").
4. Print your laundry
mark in the small square
at the upper right hand
corner. If you have never used our laundry
service, leave this square
blank . . . your bundle
will be given a mark
when it reaches our office.

PROMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICE

For

205 Commercial Ave.

as new, call 14 for laundry service, today.

...5. PLEASE DOUBLECHECK , YOUR OWN
LISTING for accuracy.
We guarantee to return
every article you have
lis- ed.
Now you have com"deposit
Your
pleted
slip" for your bundle,
which will be re-checked by our competent
checkers.

PHONE 130
For Pickup Today

Coats

Lbs.

Pants
Sox, Pieces

Wear' Apparel

Pajama, Pieces
Collars
Overall, Pieces
Caps

Lbs.
CIFGS FOR
FLAT

Handkerchiefs
Child, Pieces
Waists

W. A. CHARGES

Dresses
Aprons
Belts
Gowns

Total Charges

Slips
House Coats
Skirts
Child Dresses
Child Panties
Spreads
Sheets
Table Cloths
Pot Holders
Pillow Slips
Towels, Hand
Scarfs
Napkins

List sour bundle
iccurateiv. Pu t
four Mark As
Well as Your
srame On This
Ticket.

This list must be
•eturned in case
if claim or error.

a

Doilies
Pads
Wash Cloths
Laundry Bag
Bath Towels

O. K.
Laundry

Skrim Curtains
Phone 459-M
Diapers
Blankets
UNION CITY
Rags
Bath 5lats
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d little brother one year old, don't
target hint. He wants a rubber doll
aad a stroller. I want a set of dishes a new dress, a little doll and
some more little toys of any kind.
Fulton, Ky.
If you can afford it please bring
Route 4
mother something.
Goodby
St.
, Dec. 5, 1947
Nick.. hope next Christma.s will
Dear Santa,
better.
be
I am a little girl 2 years old and
Your friend,
ha\ been very good. I help my
Rethey Ann Henson
mother do things around 'he house.
I v,•ant a baby doll, house shoes.
106 Norman St.
top.
spinning
•.)ooks, colors, dishes,
Fulton, Ky.
Dorn forget little boys .and girls in
Dec. 8, 1947
my town.
Ethel Darlene Hinkle Dear Santa,
I am a little boy eight years old.
I go to Terry Norman school and
Fulton, Ky.
I'm in the third grade. I will not
Route ,4
ask for so much since there are
Dec. 5, 1947
many other boys and girls for you
Dear Santa Claus,
to visit. Thank you what you
I am a little girl 4 years old. I brought me last year. This year I
am not asking for much this year would iike for you to bring me a
lapt
for I have been. kind of mean,
me football, a cap gup with caps, a
T don't believe you will forget
Mickey Mouse watch, bedroom slipentirely because there are lots of pers, a pair of pants, fruits, nuts.
liftle girls and boys have been and some fireworks. Please don't
they
kind of mean this year if only
doll, forget daddy, mother, sister. Inx two
would admit it. I only wan' a
grandmothers. and all other little
colors.
dishes, books, house shoes,
sisters boys and girls.
Please don't forget my three
Your friend,
and other little girls and boys.
Dale Edward Breeden
Charlotte Mae Hinkk

The Woman's Pagel[elm to Santa Claus
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

Mrs. R. H. Wade Hostess,
To Missionary Society
:

Mrs. R. H. Wade was hostess to
the Missionary Society of the Cumberland Presbyterian church Monday afternoon.
The lesson was in the current Bible study "Emmanuel." a study in
Matthew by Carolyn L. Palmer.
The theme of the program was
"AdvancingTthrough Evangelism"
Mrs. L. R. Willingham, leader conducted the following devotional:
prelude, "Hark The Herald Angels
Sing," call to worship. Isaiah 9:2-6
read in unison: piano selection "Silent Night," Mrs. G. G. Bard,,and
"Gos Still Brings Christmas."
The devotional was based on the
scripture Luke 2:7-20. The following topics were used in developing
the program. "The Imperative of
Evangelism," by Mrs. G. G. Bard,
"Advancing Through Evangelism,"
by Mrs. Fred Worth, and "My Privilege to Evangelism,'' by Mrs. J.H.
Laurence. Mrs. H. G. Brown presented the Bible study using the
Sermon On The Mount. This was

MATERNITY
DRESSES
slips — Gowns
Nursing Brassieres

DOTTY SHOP

N11111111=1111111111111111PP

$3.49
to
$5.49

PHONE 926

the study of the Beautitudes, Lord'.
Prayer and The Golden Rule.
Plans were made during the busness session for a public Christmas
program to be held December 21
with Mrs. W. R. Reid and Mrs.
G. G. Bard in charge.,The meeting
was dismissed with a prayer by
Rev. W. R. Reid.
•

Mrs. Hardin Entertains
Wesleyan Service Guild
•
Mrs. Vodie Hardin entertained the

Wesleyan Service Guild of the
First Methodist church Monday
night at her home on Third street
with Mrs. Trevor Wayne co-hostess.
The chairman, Mrs. E. C. Grisham presided. Following a prayer,
minutes of the previous meeting
were read and approved. Mrs. Leland Bugg gave the treasurer's reFulton, Ky.
port.
Rou'e 1
The Bible study was given by
Dec. 5, 1947
Mrs. M. W. Haws on the farnous
womcn of the Bible. '
Dear Santa Claus,
let
Will write you a few lines tO
During the social hour the hostlike
esses served delicious salad plate to you no what I want. I would and
truck
13 members.
for you to bring me a
boy 6
a fire truck. I am a little
day.
every
school
years old. I go 'o
Josephine Shankle Weds My teacher's name is Mrs. Harper.
get much but plense
Archie Babb In Chicago I no. Imewont
what I want. I am a very
bring
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Shankle of good little boy.
Chicago, Ill., announce the engageJulion Lee Fulcher
ment and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Martha Josephine
Fulton, Ky.
to Archie G. Babb, son of Mr. and
Route 1
Dear Santa Claus,
I saw where I could wri'e you
letter. I have never wrote you but
in
I am going to this time. I am
the first grade. I go to school at
Soteh Fulton. My teacher's name
is Mrs. Pepper. My name is Ema
Jean Fulcher and I am seven years
old and want you to bring me a
doll and candy, apples, oranges.
nuts. I know my Santa will be poor
this time. Please bring me some
clothes. I am good little girl when
I am asleep.
Yours truly,
Miss-Ema Jean Fulcher
Precious little feet need
Ful'on, Ky.
the "mothering" betterRoute 1
fitting Poll-Parrots can
Dear Santa Claus.
I'am a little girl of 8. I had the
give. Correct lasts ...
infantile
have
misfortune •to
plenty of grow room ...
paralysis. It left me cripple in one
adequate support...this
arm and one leg. I am a good little gril. I want you bring rne some;
tender care helps young
dishes, a sleeping doll, some water :
feet grow straight and
colors, a book and a baby buggy.
some nuts of all kinds, several kinds ;
strong.
of candy. I go to school at South ,
Fulton. I love my teacher, Miss
Pepper and my little school pals.
Please S'. Nick, don't disappoint
me.
Little Nancy Fulcher
P S.—Please don't forget My big
mamma and papa.

tkk-

Browns
id Whites

SLIPPERS
answer your question
of "what to give"

0
• •.

v

. . . because she loves
their gay colors, brilliant
or pastel, their rich satin,
shearling or fur, their
cushion-platform'd comfort.

408 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
Dear Santa Claus,
I rrn a ,little girl 7 years old. I
.1
i.m in the second grade. T read two
lines in "The News," "No toys at
Xmas, Looks like it.'
I can't read big, v.mds So mv
mother told me what was uncle'.
el die two lires in the paper. She
says
it's about underprivileged
4
Santa,I was gong to ask you tr,
bring my little 3 year-old sister antl
me something to ?I-lake music with
some color books and neW clothe.
for our dolls and a plastic pencil
case,-fruits, nuts and candy.
-1 But if you don't have enough to
go around you go to see the underprivileged children first and wait
:ill last to come to our house. We
want you to see our Christmas tree
and pretty lights anyway.
Your little friend,
Betty Lou Brasheal,
Fulton, Ky.
0 Dear Santa Claus, Dec. 5, 1947
I a ma little girl six years olci. I
am in the first grade..My parents
name are Mr. and Mrs. Elmore
Copelen. I wish you would bring
me a watch, doll, gloves and a
washing machine for Christmas. Also some candy, apples, oranges and
nuts. Please don't forget my little
friends.
Your friend.
Martha Kay Copelen

\dirs. H. B. Babb of Fulton, Route
thr6e.
The weddino will be solen,
71ec
,mher 20 at a Methodist el
V
in Chicago.
Miss Shankle .and her fami:
formeily lived an Fulton and ha'.
MMOCUS.:SigCaUUACIFLICE OUR WIADOWS NnInnt
IVr$79317
"
70 rn.:•ently moved to Chicago.

Phones 70, 428

umamsgvuommuammmiummmiummiummmmmwomegm
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GIFT IDEAS
FROM OUR POPULAR CHRISTMAS DEPT:
immmnnnnnNmnnnxnnmNmr.i.nnnnnnm:nnn?
EVENING IN PARIS SETS
SCHICK ELEC, RAZORS

V
SAFETY RAZORS
PEN DESK SETS

: aa

FOUNTAIN PENS

Decorator Mirfars
Make Ideal Gifts!
How much they add to
the beauty of a room! Gen.
nine plate glass with handsome frames. Round, square
and oblong shapes.

,a
!tt

g COMB-BRUSH SETS
0
4 CORY COFFEE MAKERS
4 TOILET SETS
CUTEX SETS

PIPES

4 MANICURE SETS
4 CIGARETTE HOLDERS

SHAVING SETS

!' RATH SPRAYS

BILL FOLDS

;,1 WRISTLEY'S

STATIONERY

;I LUNCH KIT

FACE POWDERS

4 CHRISTMAS CARDS
4 MONOGRAM SHAVING

ALARM CLOCKS

210 Church

Phone 909

a

a

•

SOAP

Sets

IV ENS WRIST WATCHES

a

ELECTRIC IRONS
L
K0
A DIAEK
SsOVERNITE CASES
V
CHRISTNIAS TREE LI
.
GHTS
SHAVING BRUSHES

aa

1

MILITARY SETS

la COMPACTS

TRAVELING SETS

a

a

;I THERMOS BOTTLES

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

TOBACITIOS

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS COMPANY

* PERFUME ATOMIZERS

Gift Box Candies by Nunnaly, Pangburn
and Belle Camp

a
a
a
a

Owl Drug Store
-Hundmds of Gifts in Good Taste436 Lake St.
Phone 460
We

a
!

iS7POZOTA WON TAPE.V7GMVPS 7:MM TSM.S71S76711 MESON.1%YON MIR MIN
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_
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Fulton, Ky,
Route 1
Dear -Santa Claus,
Here I come. I am a little girl of
7. My daddy is out of work. I 11
iust not tisk for very much. I have

I

C. H. Mc Daniel, Pharmacist: Owner

:lair.trasICS.CaellAifitataCattatiaczicatatagatfillielsageaatalfaatatelt

ROBERTS STORE

$2.99

CITY DRUG ONMPANY

V
V
0

We also have FULL-LENGTH
mirrors and untrimmed mirrors that can be cut to your
specified size.

Dear Santa,
I am a little boy seven years old
and I have been very good. I
hope you will have good weather tO
come to see all the little boys and
girls.
Will you please bring me a cow
Lake Street
Fulton
boy suit, a truck, a gun, and a drum.
taxmaistraiminctimxiIF IT'S NEW, DOTTY HAS IT!:GtalCaLtkattraattiellt some fire crackers. I have a little
brother four years old. Bring him
V some toys and nuts and candy. Don't
forget my daddy and my mother.
V Bring them some nice gifts too.
Will be looking for you.
Your Little Friend,
Jerry Wayne Gossum

a

Dear Santa Claus,
I am a little girl 8 years old and
am in the third grade in the city
school. I am looking forward to
Christmas and a visit from you.
Please bring me a play typewrit•
er, a box of magic dogs, some fruit,
nuts, and candy. I have tried to
be a good little girl but I don't
think I have been extra good. And
don't forget the other little girls
and boys in our country and across the seas. GiVe to each of us
the spirit of the Christmas season,
peace on earth and good will for
all. I will leave you a piece of fruit
cake under the Christmas tree.
Your little friend,
Patsy Ann Davis

Water Valley, Ky.
Route 2
Dec. 18, 1947

Size 51'
,
to 12

5

Fulton, Ky.
Route
Dec. 9, 1947

(
AV

E *JENVELR'Y THIS CH RISTNIAS'—

Whether it is* a diamond, watch, ringor some other gift of beauty
and charm, you will find our store filled with gifts that will
bring happiness and appreciation to the receiver of one these fine
expressions of love.
DIAMONDS
LADIES' WATCHES
MEN'S WATCHES
DINNER RINGS
ENGAGEMENT RINGS

BIRTHSTONE RINGS
INITIAL RINGS
BRACELETS
CHARMS
BILL FOLDS

VANITY SETS
NECKLACES
LOCKETS
WATCH CHAINS
TIE SETS

Our Prices Are Right—Never Undersold

Warren's Jewelry Store
;‘q

994 Lake Stre.et, Fulton, Ky.

Friday, December 12, 1947
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PUBLIC AU,CTION

AUSTIN SPRINGS

Mrs. Shields Entertains
Altar Society Wednesday

Public% Auction

Mrs. Carey Frields
Rev. and Mrs. T. T. Harris of MiMrs. Clifford Shields entertained'
dine, Tenn., spent the past week the members of the Altar Society of
end with children, Mr. and MM. St. Edwards Catholic church at her l
W. Bynum.
home in the Highlands Wednesday
To Be Held
To Be Held
Dan Gaulcien entertained his co- evening.
During the business session the
workers with a nice fish fry the
officers for 1948 were elected. Mrs.
past Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Doyle, Union I Charl te Smith will be the new
City, and Mrs. Roy Hammitt anck presi nt, Mrs. P. J. Trinca, treasson, William Ray, Hollow Rock, urer, and Mrs. Paul Westpheling.
Tenn., were Sunday guests of Mr. secretary.
BEGINNING AT 10:00 A. M.
Reverend Thomas Libbs, pastor
and Mrs. B. L. Doron.
BEGINNING AT 10:00 A. M.
Foxes are foaming the entire I of St. Edward's was in charge Of
AT THE ESTES ROGERS FARM
interestcountry side both day and night in the program and held
AT THE LEAMON BROWDER FARM
these parts and many leport to ing quiz. Mrs. Shields had the highhave K.en them. They are the red est number of correct answers and
5 miles East of McConnell, Tenn.
was given a beautiful pair of picand gray species.
2 miles southwest of Fulton south of Union City High- More homes will be lighted this tures of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
week from the new TVA lines run- and Mary.
During the social hour the memning through this villiage Farmway.
2 GOOD MILK COWS
cm are very happy over the much bers exchanged gifts after having
drawn
namets at the previous meetneeded electricity.
HEAD bF STOCK CATTLE
14
Miss Margrette Bynum has been ing. Mrs. Shields served delicious
2 GOOD MULES
fruit
cake
with
ana
whipped
cream
to
Memorial
1 MARE
removed from Haws
1 GOOD MILK COW
hre home near here after undergo- coffee.
1 COMING 2 YEAR OLD HORSE COLT
The January meeting will be aning a minor operation the past
1 WAGON
nounced at a later date.
week. She is doing nicely.
2 GOOD WORK MULES
The program to be presented by
2 RIDING CULTIVATORS
the Good Will Class of Good
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
1 CORN PLANTER
Springs C.P. church promises to be
1 WALKING CULTIVATOR
"God the Preserver of Man'' is
1 DISC HARROW
some fine entertainment as well as the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
1 DISC HARROW
the spreading of cheer to sick and which will be read in all Christian
1 WAGON
needy ones at Christmas, already Science churches `hroughout the
1 SECTION HARROW
many tickets are sold. Program will world on Sunday,- December 14,
MOWER
1
be given on next Friday night, De- 1947.
Entire household and kitchen furnishings
cember 12.
1 HAYRAKE
The Golden 7`ext is "He that
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and dwelleth in the-secret place ef the
Lots of other things too numerous to mention.
Household and kitchen furnishings
Karen Gayle visited in Paducah, most High shall abide under the
the past Sunday and were dinner shadow of the Almighty." (Ps. 91:1)
Among `he citations which comguests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitof other items too numerous to mention.
prise the Lesson-Sermon is the fol- Lots
chell on Clay street.
lowing from the Bible: "The eternal
God is thy refuge, and -underneath
LATH/L/4
are the evcrITting arms." (Deut.
33:27).
CHAS. W. BURROW, Auctioneer.
AND BIBLE UNION
All are weptstne to our services.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pinkston anCligatiltiliNIUMMINALONAINICAMMOICINOICAMINENNittillMillfintilliMINIMMEMEll nounce the arrival of a son born at
Mr. and Mrs. James Austin and
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer
last
Martin
Wednesday.
hospital
the
son, James Micheal have returned
;
INK"
WET
1VITH
0 WRITES
DRY
her
to
was
brought
Pinkston
Mrs.
-.
to
Baltimore Maryland after
* parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simp_
visit with their parents, Mr. and
ft son last Friday.
Mrs.
Tommy Austin of Dukedom
it Biggs Danner' is a patient in the
it IVIemehis hospital. Mrs. Melva Jane and Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Allen of I
it Wright has been teaching for him. Fulton.
* We
hope for him a speedy recovery
The more we know, the better we
* Mrs.
Fannip Lou Elliott is absent forgive; Whoc'er fe?Is deeply. feel-,
it from her
teaching position at for all who live.—Mme DeStael.
it Welch due to an appendectomy per.
it formed at the Fulton hospital last
A Saturday.
V
* Miss Rachel Clinard is not doing
it
A so well. She was carried back to the
4
J.
it hospital last week.
V
I Pete Clinard was in the Fulton
it
it Hospital last week with a severe
it
eau_ of flu.
V
I Webb Brown has been a victim of
d!
* pneumonia for the past week. He is
it
N in the Fulton hospital.
*
Some 40 or 50 women enjoyed a
k miscellaneous
ii
given to 'Mr.
a and Mrs. Basilshower
Hawks at Mrs. Will
*
i
Hawks last Thursday afternoon.
R Many nice gifts were received for
*
a
is
pen
'51'
The
which they are very thankful to all.
V
i
absolutely u n - a Nice refreshments were enjoyed by
all.
V
matched for pouMrs. Sude Stafford has been ill
V
ularity . . . and I for the past week. Mr. and Mrs
t!
are
Lefty Bickle from` Chicago,
V
Coupled with a "51" pencil that matches it in
visiting her parents, Mr., and Mrs
Hobert Stafford.
beauty and precision, you have a single gift set

Tuesday, Dec. 16th

SATURDAY, DEC. 13th

B. S. Roberts, Owner_

Mrs. Estes Rogers, Owner

1
T:

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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BEAJTY SHOP BETSY
BY MRS. A. JONES;

THIS CHRISTMAS GIVE PARKER '51'

I

I
a
a

I

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

V
V
4
V
V

Children Like lt

that brings DOUBLE pleasure for years to come. a NIORE ROUNDHOUSE ROUNDUP
1
Sets, from $17.50
Pens, from $12.50
a Caller M. C. Bugg is off account
it being on the sick list.
it We are glad to hear that Mrs.
R Q. L. Grissom is getting along niceit ly at•Haws Memorial hospital.
tier
C. H. McDANIEL, Pharmacist;
* Caller H. J. Potter is working
Phones 70, 428
Lake Street

CITY DRUG COMPANY

400
the day shift while Caller Bugg is
off sick.
1
Hugh Howell of Jackson, Tenn.,10•10)1071.7411X17/1111MM01071011740/7"1111-1•7.11117•16711701misMONIMINIANIUMN
_ _
_
has been working in Fulton this
week.
I Don't know why school has to
aAvays be going on' when we want
to go any where and Betty, I know
you wanted to go. to the parade.
G. A. Thomas attended the Christmas•parade in Jackson Friday.
Mrs. T. B. Duncan, Route 2, Martin. Tenn.. won-the contest for No,ember. She was awarded a luncheon cloth and napkins.
Mrs. M. H. Russell of Watel Valley was next, missing only one. If.
she hal gotten that one she also
would have been awarded the some
erize. Sorry, Mrs. ROssell bettor
lock this month.
It !s rumored that (?) played the
the fiddle and recited poetry while
Tiorne burned.
So long folks.

Its easy to get your children to drink more milk—
provided you serve FULTON PURE milk in your
home. They like 'he better, richer taste of this superior fresh milk. Get your narne on our home

Theaves's sake... missed idOur Christmas Suggestion:
SEE OUR COSTUME JEWELRY

delivery list today.

LA CI4ARME BEAUTY Ci.LON
MACHINE- MACHINELESS w'
" GOLD WAVES
MANiCURING
FULTCN,KENTuOKy
21E1 CHuRCH ST
PHONE 34

Elm.iira. Co.

r

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE

'CHRISTMAS GIFTS
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM...EACH A REAL VAWE!

°S.nr

stis-

A LARGE FAMILY-

17660

Of BEAtITIRIL

- .----Cs „1.1.
M
-T..;

NOTICE
If breakdowns conic onespeetedly and you need help in a
Deere Service
hurry ... give us a call. Our dependable John
telephone.
your
as
near
is as
We've equipped our service truck to handle the servicing of
spot. That means
any John Deere Farm Implement right on the
expert work by skilled mechanics—working with specialized
tools and using only genuine John Deere replacement parts.
you.
It's efficient service at a reasonable cost to
replacement parts,
be
it
needs—whether
your
of
Regardless
service on your farm, or a complete overhauling job in our
Farm
shop, we're ready to help you keep your John Deere
Implements working efficiently. It will pay you to give us a call.

Only Genuine John Deere Parts
fraiteiteven die

,

"Sunny
Suzy"
WAVER
$1.65
MANY ADORABLES
TO CAPTURE YOUNG
HEARTS. SOME THAT
CRY AND SLEEP.
OTHERS DRINK AND
WET THEIR PANTS.
A SMALL DEPOSIT
NOW HOBOS YOURS.

J. W. HEATH
Phone 190

Beware CoRhs
from common colds
Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel germ
laden phlegm, and aid nature to soothe
and heal raw.tender inflFuned bronchial
mucous membranes. Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion with
the understanding you must like the
way it quickly allays the cough pr you
are to have your money back.

Fourth Street

,..
'.

-

I am now located over
EV;ANS DRUG
the
STORE, at 218 Lake St.

That Hang On

WILLIAMS HDWE. CO.

.

SION
CREOMUL
Colds, Bronchitis
For Coughs, Chest

, $1.79

2t" TALL

(7310

HOLSTER S T

4111A
1111°.
•
atm

slip5

ENCHANTING EYES

• •Z.1:._

'14' ZOO MI

CHARMING LITTLE MISS740g
GAILY DRESSED. Cnti $

INCLUDING
TRAILER

owl

.........
'''
(
`ALST

Ail Metal
E0600

TRAtTOR

$1.98

89
$1.

WOOD BURNINCIET

DUMP TRUCK
RUBBER TIRES

$2,95

WESTERN A T I ASSOCIATE STO
PHONE 142
FULTON
202 LAKE St.
PeAV-MMtMrwriV/POPOMNt7WIVV4lialMIIIIN VIROP/OMPOMIN
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Workman spent Sunday afternoon tf a Religious Emphasis Week earMildred Yates, a Kenton county
Mercer county farmers sower aLYNNVILLE
with Robert Howard and family.
ly next year (Jan. 24-30) for the
Mrs. Bob Taylor
Be on the look ou' for Santa purpose of recognizing various cam- bout 100,000 pounds of vetch sead 1 4-H club girl, has collected 4,000
(Too late for last week)
Claus because Christmas is just pus religious activities and the on 4,000 acres of tobaeco and coin antique and modern buttons, no two
of which are alike.
We should all be thankful for an- around the corner.
value of religion in general. The land.
other year of peace and plenty.'
traditional empha.sis on re4gion will
brng outstanding church and lay COICACAMINCIACSIIICOMMACOICOMIKOMIIIIKOILIVOIMMINICALWIIIIKEIMM
Carter Lintz and wife spent Mon- U. K. PLANS RELIGION WORK
day with Mrs. Lintz's rtio'her, Mrs.
leaders to the 'campus to point out
University
of
students
J. R. Taylor.
Kentucky
th applications of religion to acBACK HOME. By Bill Mauldin.
Melvin Dick and wife have bought and faculty will join in observance tivities of everyday life.
New York: William Sloane Associgre.cery store at Boydsville
vV
ates. $3.50.
which belonged to Mr. and Mrs.
This is the Booa-of-the•Month Frt_nk McClure. Come in end see
That
November.
for
seleetion
Club
Melvin. He is a fine young man.
fact says in a few words a great
Mrs. Dwight Jones and little son,
COMPLETE STOCK OF
deal about this book. Bill Mauld- Donald spent a while Sunday nigh'
in athieved his first fame as a car- with Mrs. J. R. Taylor and sons.
toonist in the army, and his first
Bill Mathis began a singing school
WINES --- LIQUORS --- GINS
book, UP FRONT, was an immedi- last Friday night, November 28
Bring your car in and let us else it a thorough change-over
ate success.
at
th's
M.
E.
Church
at
Boydsville.
Like multitudes of the young men
for
the cold days ahead.
Mrs.
J.
R.
Taylor
had
a
card
anFOR THE HOLIDAYS
who fought the war, Mauldin was nouncing the arrival of a great
just a kid when he went in; he had grandson, named Gary Lynn Ray.
'not' really found out what life is He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
• CHANGE OIL
all about. He is out of uniforrn now. Ray. Mrs. Ray before her marriage
and is finding out tha,.t the world was Lillian Lin'z, daughter of Mr.
• DRAIN and CLEAN THE RADIATOR
is not as perfect a plaee as he hoped and Mrs. Carter Lintz of Wingo.
general
people
in
that
and
it was,
Mrs. Ben Simpson had a birth• CHECK BATTERY
• allow other people, in positions of day party at her home in Boydsauthority, to make monkeys out of ville Friday afternoon.
• FILL UP WITH GOOD GULF GAS
them far too much of the time.
Mrs. Elwood Marvin and son CalHe writes simply, directly. honest- vin spoit Thanksgiving with rely. He tells his story with some latives in Georgia.
fifty thousand words an two hunHare Pitman and Tag Harding
dred pictures of life in the post- spent a while Friday nigh' with
car
usect
discusses
He
world.
war
,
the Taylor brothers.
-dealers, repairmen, unscrupulous
Mr. and Mrs'. Ernest Poyner spent
landlords, dishopest Congressmen, Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie
professioal red-baiters, and propon- Parham.
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY
FULTON, KY.
ets of religious intolerance. He
Mrs. Howard and Mrs. Logan
names tames and pulls no punches.
laX12070107010
,
10ItaltiN179767ORMIXIMM7117070111§71§1071010M1110167070101M1
And the picture he paints of our
aAKMMOgtgk14
(j
&WAkia
AKJAVAVM Ir-fiAKIMMAKOKWAVAME-U Wroll-WAVAPAPACMAgreliVAVOMMACAVA
"America•way of life" is not a pret- Kj
ty picture.
The book has its weak spots.
Mauldin belabors some points, reGIVE HIM A NEW
peats himself on others.. He does
not know the answers to our dilemna. But he is so boviously sincere
in condemnations and his pleadings,
that reading this book is something
Single and double-breasted styles in solid,
you ought to. do, whether you too
stripe and plaid patterns. Smart drape,
are just beginning to experience the
eye-opening disillusioment which is
tAilored to fit and to please.
Bill Mauldin's, or whether you have
come to accept conditions as they
$35 and up
are without protesting. It is bound
to make you think.
WHEN YOU MARRY. By Evelyn
M. Duvall and Reuben Hill. New
York: Association Press. $3.00.
GIFT OVERCOATS
The publishers of WHEN YOU
MARRY are convinced that if more
Surprise HIM on Christmae laid' an extrapeople knew about this book it
a arm all-wool overcoat.
would be a best seller, and we
agree. Written by two .competent
$27.50 and up.
authorities in the field of family
relations it covers "the gamut of
personal relationships from Bret
date to last baby.' Handled in an
Buy it at FORD'S and you buy it right ... we feature nationalextremely readable style with clevsketches,
it
is
iner cartoons and
SMART GIFT ROBES
teresting as it, is valuable. The
ly-advertised clothing and accessories that are favorites
problems of dating, going stady,
and pre-marital relationships are
Flannells, Rayon Suede, Made
throughout the country
discussed—thoroughly and frankly.
by Botany and Courtleigh.
Difficulties of the marriage adjustment itself from sex to the family
budget shed new light on old questions. Particularly refreshing are
the sections on quarreling. Here
no words are minced, nothing left
unsaid. Quarreling is understood
in its psychological setting, and .eerlain types of quarrels are regarded I
as valuable in that they provide
needed emotional release (But. not
all are valuable!) This book is an I
ideal gift for a couple planning to
be•-inarried, and is of eaual value
to families' already established. Tt's the best book we've seen. in this
field
01.11N-TRY PLAC.E: By Ann Petry. Boston,: Houghton .Mifflin. $2.75.
The. author of THE STREET has
a new book out. It is about life in I
a New England town..and tells the
story of half a dozen people in the
village of Lennox. whose lives are
intertwined through marriage and
death, love and hate. The undercurrents which move and shape
these lives are seen by the village
Nationally-advertised
INTERWOVEN, JERKS
A warm WOOL OR SILK MUFFLER is a suredruggist, who tells the story. He
and COOPERS SOX, shorts or regular lengths:
SMART GLOVES
tells fo Johnnie Roane. just hame
fire hit!
ribbed, plain, plaid and others.
Cape skins, Pig-tex, Pig Skin, lined and unlined.
from the war. and his beautiful
erd cruel young wife, Glory. It
$1.50 and up
55c to 75c pair
$2.50 to $6.50
tells of Glory's mother. Lil, married
Mearns Gramby, only son of the
wealthy old widow in the town
There is the Weasel, the shifty-eyed
cab driver. and Barrell, lover of all
women. A hurricane brings the
seething emotions to the boiling
eoint: a disillusioned Johnni. finds
'his wife in a rendezvous- with he,.
lover: and a murder attempt is
thwarted. The climax leaves one
rather breathless, With the feeling
that this gal Ann Petry knows how
tc tell a stery.

Frid

NEW BOOKS
FOR
WINTER READING

Winterize
Your Car Now!

110—

Myrick's Liquors

POLSGROVE

Depot Street

•

Nationally advertised WEMBLEY,
BOTANY, ARROW and REGALAIRE in the season's smart strips,
figures and colors. All resilient construction; wrinkle-resistant.

oya
GUARANTEED PERFECT

DIAMOND
RINGS
I-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect.
2-Individually registered
in the owner's name.
3 FulIy insured against
theft, fire and loss.
4-One uniform national
price on valed-on tag.
Soo thorn at yaur
AUTHORIZED

$1

to $2.50

A warm JACKET for his
pleasure outdoors!
Leather, Wools, Gabardines, lined
or unlined.

Enro and Truvais

$3.50 to $6.00

Accessories
Pioneer belts and braces

Cooper underwear a n d
jockey shorts.

Tc

t

CATALINA and COOPERS are national favorites in SWEATERS. 100per cent all wool in many styles including V-neck, crew-neck, sleeveless, long sleeve, pullover and coat
styles.

FO
Clothing Co.

Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:

124 Lake SI

•

$1.50 up

D'tk:U.

1NARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE

rr,-0

$4 to $9

$10.00 to $28.50

Nationally-Advertised

Fi!

PAJAMA.S

"nice
Station

Tat
SWANK jewelry

Lake Street

Fulton

Sportsmen men's toiletries

o-icAC-ACAUAVAKlgittf4r4trigMAKWMko=',,ea'aOattk-NDM'i-ktkakikzlatDt-N-N-D-dir4-21fk

tievk

bas:
tt-VraalabliDaktli-MNINIM-21MM-DMMTs,!t'ak;'::
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ber 12. 1947
a Kenton cOunty
s collected 4,000
n buttons, no two
e.
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fULTBN 1.111TIVEdfURNITUIlt.co.

VISIT OUR
T_OYLAND

,
319-.323 WALNUT ST.••• Sitge
Serati.tr,%eh.••• FULTON, KY. •••

The Smart Folks Say: 1 •
change-over

GIVE

- FURNITURE
--- the practical Gift

IATOR
GAS

ervice
tation

that keeps on giving!

11PEN AN

ACCOUNT
NOW

2-PIECE
LIVING ROOM SUITES

.•...
,.
-;..1.-"--`-rv:,
... PYREX
BLUE DIAMOND
GIFT SET

,.

Deep, spring-filled cushions and
lovely tapestry or velour upholstering. Make it YOURS this
Christmas! Regular price $199.50
. . . our christmas Special . . .

_till tit.
.AA.AA4 1)
c,,-1, 0t. ..:.........
____,,, :
6v;tYDAY LIVING ',
i -I &A,_ ____ „...._ i____ _—....g....,...._ _me
-.lei
.,..,,,.....,
"PIA,
? _, te4".
Inv
......--1.1:',=Inmr,
,*'-'41 ----"\,...
4,tz,,,....=.t_
:=4",
...:.! ....
- r_ ..,,,g,
„
-“"la
1
4/
S'. W
-"
!imp 'IMF

,r,

YOU SAVE $50.

$149.50

1
,
2
Today's biggest value. Contains 1% qt. Double-Duty Casserole, large.
Utility Dish, 9' Flovor-Sover Pie Plate, 1 pt. Measuring Cup, six 5 oz• lk
only
handy wire rock. Imagine' 12 pieces for

7

c. p',

And lots of the smart folks are coming to Fulton Electric and Furniture Company, selecting
from our large and varied stocks and opening an
account with us. Furniture is a smart gift.. and
you don't have to pay all cash; open an account
with us!

kyina,4
SAVE MONEY! SAVE!
All Floor and Table Lamps
Reduced One-Third.
Floor lamps, including popular 6-way models compiete
with shades and bulbs. tteg.
p4ce $11.50- to $26.50 . . ..
save one-third! Table Lamps,
dozens of styles, complete
with shade and buibs . . Reg.
'price $3.95 to $24.95 . . . .
save one-third!
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
and Platform Rockers
Good quality walnut or
mahogany-finish woods,
and smartly-upholstered
backs and seats; non-sag
spring construction.
Choice of many styles.

PYIlkX PeRCOLATOR

Makes of the best cups of toffee in the wor'd. Gloss
can't absorb odors or strangle:4 gloss
handle is easy-to-grip. A different gdt
only
pra,.Ettst, and

'2"

Save 25 percent this wk!
$7.95 to $59.50

PYREX COLOR BOWL SET
Four goily-colored bowls for mixing,
cooking, baking, serving and storing.
They're 2t,i
295
of ,
bowls,from the big 4-qt.)

times stronger than ordinary bowls,too! Set
down to the pint size,only

a..

PYREX GIFTS FROM SO( TO sl.50

504
Flouor-Souer Pie Note, 10'
504
_
1W..ri loaf Pon small
SO<
Pugg Utility Dilkernall
Nevx Squore Pyrex Coke Dish—_-----504
Knoh•vouerertl
from 004
Camelot's

Double-Dor

One Ouort ?rex Measure
Three Clear Pyrex Mixing Bowls
Pyr•ri Utility Pkiner
Pyrex We11-and-Tre• ?lomat

Nurser Set (Sit 8-as.
Cosenoits---.—fron loOf Pyres
bottles ond nipples)

75I
_Wf $ 1

SI
11.50
$1.45

KNEEHOLE DESKS
Beautiful mahogany and
walnut finishes with the
standard 7 drawers. A
handsome and useful gift
for years to come. Regular $47.50. Our Christmas Special
$29.95

BFtEAKFAST SUITES
Genuine, tough OAK under a
white finish. Strong, durable, and
not expensive, Extension table
and four upholstered-seat chairs.
$29.95

SokimarkiRadio
pellow
Table model 209 (left), Six tubes, with a deep_
Needs no
tone you'd think possible only in a console.
_ $43.95
aerial or ground; handsome walnut cabinet

on through
Table model 208 (right) Big-set reproducti
t that increases
newly-perfefted 6-tube chassis circui
d. distinctive
bass range. No aerial or ground neede
$42.95
walnut cabinet

StLy/LfY FU/Valta
NMENT
COMPLETE ENTERTAI
is styling and

best! Here
comPay less for the
to none. Here's
e secondnment—th
fine furniturentertai
rilling "Clear ,!
plete home
ic Phono- ,
Radio and Automat with the
as a Bell" challen
ges comparison
tic •
that
Automa
graph
-action
finest! Latest gentle
12 records. Superto
up
plays
standard
Changer
radio tunes concert
t
Superhe
e
sensitiv
Wave.Has
Broadcast and Shortvariable tone control;
dynamic speaker;
antenna; automatic
built-in "Sonorascope"
edge-ligfred giant tuning
control;
proporvolume
is luxuriously
dial. The console hoganyveneers,finished
ma
choice
tioned,of
fine furniture.
n of cherishedcompartments.
in the traditiorecord
storage
ance —
perform
With two big
ngle—styling or
From any a
combination value
console
best
here's the
Model AMR-219,$235°°
on the market.
at only

12"

VIA-AM OnlyIn$220.00
WIRD-219 WITH
MODEL NO.
EM-AM, thole(/'
WITH
0
WIRD-22
NO.
MODEL mahog
winners. Only $280.00.
any
Blonde
Models)
farliff-in di-pole antenna on FM

.
FULTON
FULTON, KENTUCKY
T4)DA'i and TOMORROW
—
Double Feature

SPECIAL!All 15 Rounds

LOU1S-WOLCOTT
FIGHT PICTURES
. plus
I's

JOEL

cCREA
VERONICA

LAKE
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hospitaTity comnidttee, Mesdames
Woman's Club Has General!T.
K. ftussell, B. F. Evans, Norman
Session Friday Afternoon;Terry, T. M. Franklin, Joe BrowdThe General Session of the Wom- er, J. C. Scruggs and Ann Whitnel
Hornbeak, Mrs. D. C. Thacker pre's Club \l'aS held Friday, Decent- sided at tbe register and the pages
:3 at the club home.
WOVC Mrs. Gilson Latta and Mrs.
i'he room was a festive scene
W. McClellan.
4:1 a lighted Christmas tree and
Thc, meeting was opened with a
''icr Christmas decorations adding prayer by the Rev. W. E. Mischkv.
:.113- to the scene.
pastor of
the First Methodist
gunsts were greetel by the
Mrs. 1\1. W. Haws. presi-
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Order Your Coal
NOW--

WASHERS

LAUNDRY DONE IN
it 40 MINUTES; 5f LB.
0

The new sensation among home
laundries! It is scientifically proved
that Launderall washes clothes
cleaner.
Just put in the clothes, add soaP,
flip switch and Launderali does the
rest.
Only fortv minutes required to
contplete a damp-dry wash ... and
it costs you is 5 cents per pound.'
i! allBring
,4
in your gums, blankets,
N
W
curtains and throw rugs
I0
g clothes and we i 'All prove with your
QUICK SERVICE — BEST QUALITY — ALL SIZES ON
R we say to YOU IS true. that what
iN
%
HAND
if
ri I Located in the Whitnei building
•4
:on West State Line at the overpass:
it
E nhone 156. Owned and operated by
N. H
L. HA RDY and HERMAN
EASLEY.
Hours: Weekdays from 7 a. m. la
0
p. m.; Saturdays 7 a. m. to noon.
it Each monday night from 7 to 10
V
N p. m.
N
TELEPHONE 51
REGISTER in our contest to select
A
4
If
a name!
—ADV.
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WE CHEER
FOR
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Al'TO GLASS installed. Fultoa
Paint and Glass Co., 210 Chnreh
street: Phone 909.

GILBERT ROLAND
EVELYN BRENT
in

ROBIN HOOD OF
MONTEREY

Have you seen the new radios, stoves and other appliances and home

FOR SALE—Singer upright sewing machine, In good condition. 305
Park Avenue; Phone 579.

Plus COmedy and Serial

furnishings in the store windows? Wouldn't they help to make your home

SUNWand MONDAY

happier and more enjoyable? Pick out those things you need and if you's•

TONIGHT and TOMORROW

short of cash, we'll gladly help with a friendly cash lows.,

Up To Twenty Months To Repay

nteitist*.,LoO.A.11, pORPORATION
OVER WARREN JEWELRY CO.
222 LA.KE ST., FULTON
R. A. ARMSTRONG, Mgr.
Phone 1253

.3 Tharilig Coyest
Great Stars!

Public Sale

ro
ANs.19),,vai
• ,.
BEST
1.7.E ARS::.OF
R IVES
A

200—BALES JAP AND GRASS HAY
40—BBLS. CORN (YELLOW)
2—MILK COWS
2—HORSES (1 SADDLE HORSE)
1—WAGON (ON NEW RUBBER)
NEW 40 OLIVER SLAT WING RIDING PLOW
GOOD 6 FT. DISC AND DISC CULTIVATOR
GOOD PAIR WAGON HARNESS
1-12 VULCAN WALKING PLOW
1—IRON HANDLE COON FOOT HARROW
NE1V TURTLE TOOTH ATKINS SAW
Lots of other plows and farm equipment in good condition.
1940 DODGE PASS. CAR. (New Motor)
1941 CHEVROLET, 4-DR. PASS. CAR BOTH WITH HEATER
AND RADIO. .0

MAI lj

F-',..q.r`ARMICHAH
CATHY O'DONNEW-

Added Comedy

Jones & SORS
Ffiner& Home
W.

Spotlight On Glamour
Through years of experience we have learned
how to emphasize dainty feminine features. Soft
lighting, natural posint expert professional technique — all combine to assure you a portrait that
dramatizes loveliness and glamour . . . a portrait
you will ht• proud to own and to give.

Gardner's Studio
FULTON, KY.

129 Unlvernity
Phone 391
MARTIN. TENN.
A Distinctive S".rvIce Well
Within Ynor Means

.Th,--A-WA-1*-2)-7V---Yte011141

0`-gae%a...
For the loveliest girl you know,
one of Old South's romantic
perfumes or colognes. Flowerfresh Plantation Garden Bouquet,
or piquant Woodland Spice.
Cologne 1.00 and 2.00
Large Dusting
Powder 1.00

SERVING COKE
IS HOSPITALITY
IN YOUR HANDS

of the entire Jewell Wiggins farm equipment located
on the John Morris farm in Pilot Oak
SALE STARTS AT 12:30 P. M.

Wednesday, Dec. 17th

mok

IV

OILD SOUTH

TUE. - WED. - THUR.
Two Sho ys Daily
Matinee-2:00 n. m.
Nights-7:00 p. m.
Aumission
Matinee-51c-80c

Phone 1

a

FOR SALE—Two real good farms:
one 100 acres and the other 120
actes. Each well improved with
lights, water and new hulklinIGS.
Located beh veen Mayfield and Cuba. 512,000 for the 100 acres; $16,000 for the 120 acres; one-half down
and balance at 5 per cent. These
farms are in a high state of cultivation. See H. L. HARDY, Fulton.

Rosalind Russell
Melby n Douglas
"Fe Oat"ti

208 Lake St.

,3 ciTy coAL co,

*FULTON, KENTUCKY

L AVAS MY KISS
A L I ?"

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.

r.

News and March of Tune

,

ti

WASHERS

il
••
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IN TECHNICOLOR -

JUST RECEIVED, FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Beat The
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dent, presided over the business
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Richie and I Mrs. David Holloway who has
session. Miss Marjorie Davis of the children, Susan
and David of Padu: been a patient in the Fulton hospiBelleview Blood Bank in Me.mphis Mt were
weekend guests of her 1 tal is ,doing nicely at her home on
was presented and talked to the cln:ai ;ister,
Mrs. Leroy Latta and family.] Secohd street.
in the interest of a blood bank fdi
l
a urnT1thuoesmica
feature of the meeting was
program presented by the
Murray State College Faculty String
Quartette. Mrs. Haws introduced
Mr. Roman Prydathkerytch, first
violinist of the quartette who in
turn introduced the other members
of the group, second violin, Joseph
Golz, viola, Joseph Darnell, and -cello, Charlotte Durkee.
The following program was given.
String quartette, Op.. 18, No. 6, Bee;
thovan; "Angel Gabriel" arr, Pech"DEXTER" Twin-Tub
on; "Ring de Banjo," John Tasko
Howard; "Old Black Joe," arr.,
Panehon, and "Orientale."
Guests of the club were the ministers and their wives and the,tnembers of the two Junior Music Clubs
5199.50
During the social hour refreshments
were
served
by
the
hostesses
1ViafiCSMLIg'd AC%COMM SittriCK/KAM.1..'if,4.1E:14CM14:Aintliff,4lig!Pi eirAi.S.:WM*
from a beautifully decorated table
4
Regular 8-1b. Size "MINUTE"
which carried out the Christmas
1
4
V
m°
Th
tife. club expresses its appreciation
0
o the following committee for the
4
ovely decorations; Mesdames C.W.
Whitnel, R. C. Joyner, T. M. Frank4
.11 in, A. W. McClellen, J.'W. Cheniae,
4
$129.50
g and Sam Campbell.
4
g
4
g
4
g
4
g
4
S!
;1

JEWEL WIGGINS, Owner
COL. VAN REED, Auctioneer

CITY DRUG CO.
C H. McDANIEL, Phar; Owner
408 Lake
Phones 70,
428

Aria-x.
)
,-0,0-5-sn-qz,eporczA

Tractor Work is our specialty, we
have the repairs in stock, and
the tools and equipment to do
the job.

WILLIAMS HDW. CO.
PHONE 169
Fourth St.
Fulton, Ky.

..latfor it either may
trade-marks mean the same 117rng.

PLEA SIC return
empty bottles promptly

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF
THE COCA-COLA
COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA
BOTTLING CO., INC.
01947, The Cato-Cola

ComponY

,

prIpdiztRils:Gr):00. pS:420;

.947

SECOND
SECTION

io has
hospinne on

TOLERATION
Toleration is good for all or it is
good for none.—Burke.
The responsibility of tolerance
lies wi'h those who have the wider
oision.—George Eliot.
I have learned silence from the
talkative,• toleration from the Antolerant, and kindness from the un-

D.

currlirO

THE ,NEWS

.

I kind ; yet s'ran
to those teachegrs
en
ru, I
e
'
.—iKaam
hlilunG
girbarte
NW should . endeavor to be Jongsuffering, faithful, and charitable
with all. To this small effort let
us add one more privilege—narnely, silence whenever
can substitute censure.—Marv Eddy.

i77;,64,7'

P°4941C

II SECOND
SECTION-

KENTUCKY CHILDREN
TO CARE FOR STATE'S 7own Topics
NEEDY WILLIS REPORT

Mrs. Gilson Latta, Mrs. Walter
Hill and Ann Latta spent Satuddav in 'Memphis.

With the slogan, "Kentucky goes
forward on the ft.,.?.t of' its chilO. C'. Myrick and daughter, Kadren." Kentucky Children, Inc., has ren of Chiaago
set into opera'ion a program to Mr. and Mts. Leeare the guests of
Myrick.
help meet the health, welfare, educational and recreational needs of
Mrs. Glenn Bushadt and son, Gerall the children of the state regardald have returned from a business
less of creed or color. Plans. intrip to Louisville.
clude aid in es'ablishing Boys'
Clubs, Teen-Age Canteens and
Wade Joyner of Macqo, Ga.,' at"Bookmobiles.' Scholarship
aids
are included for children in areas tended the funeral of his aunt, Mrs.
Will
McDade held here Monday.
served by Settlement Schools and
for worthy students wishing to atMr. and Mrs. Harry Plott have
tend Kentucky collittges. Assis'ance
is offered to Save the Children returned to their home in Duquin
Federation to enable it to dread Ill., after attending the funeral of
service to more K.Itucky coun`ies. the formers aunt, Mds. Will McKentucky-Children, Inc., is a Dade.
non-profit organization. Its officials
tsar it will raise funds for distriMrs. Mozelle Crafton spent Sati hution to agencies not adequeely urday in Paducah.
rrovided for by local, county, state
Christmas Motifs Add a Festive Touch!
,,,• national 'enterprises, or 'by
Mrs. Earl Boone is quite ill in
churches or individuals. It plans to Jones Clinic.
ileten its approved agencies ,in 'he
st.ite and not to conflict with any
Out of town .people who attendIt just isn't Christmas without a cheery
i.-/isting welfare organization.
holly
ed the funeral of Mrs. Will McBelieving that Boys' Clubs, "een- Dade held Monday were Mr. and
wreath
on
your
front
door . . . and arrangement
age canteens, recreational and edu- Mrs. E. T. Leanord of Mayfield, Dr.
eational proiects reduce juvenile de- and Mrs. O. T. Harkey of Sharon,
of
Yule
greens
on
the mantel and mistletoe at
lictuencv and help mold young peo- Harry Campbell of Martin, Mrs.
Whether you plan to give a whole roomful or
n]. Into good citizens, the organiia- Charles Pugh. Sr., and Mrs. Charlie
a
just an odd table, chair or lamp, -let us show you
strategi
c
noint!
Pugh.
Jr., of Union City. Mr. and
tion proposes to help communiles
Visit SCOTT'S today for your
set tin such roiects. It will make an Mrs. Richard Taylor and Mrs. Clint
our swar`ly-styled selection.
Our prices
will
holiday garnish. We've'an excellent selection
iritirl 'contrihueion and then the Exum nf Milan. Tenn.. Mrs. Philcommunity will be. responsible for lip Carter of Mayfield. and Mrs.
will avec with your budget!
B. A. Pertee
Aim, Tenn.
'heir upkeep and continuance.
including English holly!
In the field of education, Kentucky Children, Inc., plans to aid Miss Ruth Roach Weds
eliildren served by such settlement
,chnols as Annville Institut.' in On Thanksgiving Day
t7tricqnn county: Bockhorn School
304 Main Street
Miss Ruth Boat' and C. C. Belt
PP/TV roun`y; Red Bird SettlePhone 243-j
ment c'ehool in Bell county and were quietly married Thanksgiving
Member UTD: We wire 416‘yers anywhere
:lay
in
Corinth.
Miss., v.-Rh T. W.
'Pine Mountain Settlement Sellool in
‘.10,:ine, a D. who for 20 years was
county.
i ,r•st
\
• olItFirst Baptist church in
Corifit, officiated.
CLUB ANNOUNCEMENT
207 CHURCH ST.
Plili•NE
Mrs. B
Tii, date of the Palestine Homewas formerly employed
e•
mrtki.irs Club meeting has been by the Henry I. Seigel Co. of this,
I
01111101111•11110114. vgw.iuloaesitins,112111,11Vreterteir womt=.....%.7-aagegsommook changed. The meeting was held city.
yesterday, December 11, at 10:30 at
Mr. Belt is a °well kno wpiano I
the home,of Mrs. William McClan- mechanic. After g southern wedding
....,_
ahan instead of December 19 as was trip,, the yarc now at home at 505 1 ingsteir
"
?• 4:1‘Siceiczice‘roo‘Ar:-..;:-.‘c.:::-:‘,o,.;.ws,,:i:czue.olcr•cAcir‘VikeZezirztrzolm
schedule& The subject discussed by East Stote Line.
.
the leaders was "Accessories."
Members of the Sardis Home:i
,'"` 4"
-It is hot pmerit to toleree, but molcers Club in Mason county made I
raati r a crime to be intolerant — f6 pairs of ear rings at a cost of 251
Shelley.
"Its a pair.

Smart Furniture For
Christmas Gift- Giving
•

Excl -nge

SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOP

arnituro

_

A JOLLY GOOD
PARTY LINER
shows the wcy t1.1 Ratter
Par:y Line Service.

GIVE OTHERS A CHANCE
A "Time Out" between calls
give• others a chance to use
the line.

V
V
0
0
RELEASE
THE LINE IN
EMERGENCY
When another party on the
..irgrncy, please
release t1r..: line qui:lb!.

line h

,g
]4
KEZ.1
) CALLS
BRIEF

10

.N

This assures better service for
you and your party line
righbors.

-13MirE BACK' All the season's basic
cut-away jacket
ires in this hvo-plece suit
v,, th'e pleated bustlny topped by a waist slimming
tie back. Frenctf cuffs on srsart below.the-elbo*
sleeves. And details, such as a flange pleat in the
shouldet line ... shirt waist neckline ... slender ,
thpoq gore-back skirt ... derp front pleat fabric is
gobtrdine in cylcrief fall tharIes.
$9.93
Si:es 9-15.

f

I II

Nothing could make a lovelier Gift at Christmas
than a gift of Jewelry from this store. We have
a fine selection of Jewelry and other nice gift
items that will make your search easier. We in
vite yau to visit our store and make your selections now.
fn. MM.

I 4,

0

HANG UP
GENTLY
:ine is bul, please
Wh• n
"Hc..g U.D Gently."
•

s

to
i
I

USE OUR CONVENIENT LAY-AWAY PLAN

)
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nBER1S STORE

0
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND
incorporated

Lake Street

Fulton
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EL Er...;RAPH COMPANY
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den Douthett was a guest and was
given a guest prize.
Members playing were Mesdames
Dunn, Harry Bushart, Joe Hall,
Mrs Charles Robert Bennett was Ward, Johnson, Ernes Fall, Jr.,
hostess to the Wednesday luncheon Jack Edwards and William McDade.
club.
Clifford L. Shields has returned
A delicious luncheon was served
Camp Campbell, Ky., where
from
the
Following
House.
eSteak
at th
ofluncheon the group went to Mrs. he attended a meeting of the
appeared
Bennett s home where games of ficers reserve corps. He
lecture
contract were enjoyed during the on the program and gave a
Operaand
Installation
"Radio
on
receivDun
Glenn
Mrs.
afternoon.
ed high score prize and Mrs. Slay- tions" in Iceland during ,the war.

Mrs. Bennett Entertains
Wednesday Luncheon Club

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Fulton, Kentucky

Carr and Third Streets

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAK
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant

lhatbk4Atow!

WAA SELLS RIFLES
TO HELP ST. NICK
BRING XMAS CHEER
Santa Claus will have to hook a
treiler behind his sleigh this year,
or ten thousand boys may lose their
faith in the old gentleman. That
it, in case they hear about those
ten thousand dummy rifles that
Edmund Dean of Cincinnati bought
this week from War Assets Admin:stration. And Dean will see that
they do hear about them. otherwise
he may have to store them somewhere. Maybe in Fibber MeGee's
cioset. But with Christmas just around
the corner Dean Ooes not anticipate
any trouble in disposing of them.
The army used them for training
purposes in the early days of the
war. They are standard Springfield models with highly varnished
etock, imitation metal barrel -and a
lock that makes a loud `click% when
you pull the trigger.
Dean picked them up at a WAA
sealed bid sate. and plans to get
them into retail stores in time to
catch the eye of Junior on his trip
through Santa Claus Land.
Buyers from 13 states were interested in the rifles, but the entire lot (9,993) was awarded to
Dean. a veteran, on a bid of $1.121-2 each.
After Junior gets through fighting Indians and the last red-skin
bites the dust, the stocks may come
in handy for mashing potatoes or
killing rats—or something.

ST. LOUIS
u.s. hot *Ora

tO
i

Virginia Cook,
Miss Milderd
daughter of Mrs. Owen Cook of McConnell, Tenn., and Thaddeus Parrish, son of Mr. and Mrs: John M.
Parrish of Martin, Tenn., were
quietly married Saturday night December 6.
The impressive ceremony was
solemnized at 7 o'clock in the home
of the officiating minister. Bro. G.E.
Wood pastor of the Church of
Christ in Unlon City.

$3.35
Oss Thy

Tool]appreciate famous Greyhound economy. And only Greyhte
gives you the many conveniences of a thoroughly integrated, nat:
wide transportation system— frequent schedules, city to city, cc st
to coast, Canada to Mexico. That's SERVICE only Greyhound ut
offer. Greyhound means tops in convenience, service and econo.

Mr. and Mrs. George Moore and
children spent the .yreekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jonakin in
Memphis.
T. J. Smith has returned from
Memphis where he attended the
Alchymia Schrine ceremonial held
there Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Turberville
and daughter. Ruthie, of Memphis
spent the weekend with his brother, Paul Turberville and Mrs. Turberville.

Accurate
IVORKM A NSIIIP
At Low Cost

Our business is to satisfy your appetite whenever
you are hungry. But we also know that sometimes
you crave a tasty salad . . . other times you want
a complete meal from soup to pie. That's whY our
menu always provides-a. variety of tempting dishes,
so you may be sure to find just the thing that you
want.

ANDREWS

HUGH RUSHTON, Owner

rtetVVC-tVC-Wfc?V,1

(Ar

k

•

Yr the

OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL

GREY11110UND

Right Selection

Rushton's Cafe

REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER

Phone 44

Just the

Watches °looks and name
Pieces of All Kinds Accuratelv Repaired at Low Cost by—

CHAS. W. BURROW

UNION BUS STATION
4th and Carr

1

JEWELRY COMPANY

Mildred Virginia Cook
Weds Thaddeus Parrish

and so's the Greyhound faro

The bride wore a blue suit with
black 'accessories with a corsage of
white roses.
Mrs. Anna Caldwell Pewitt, cousin of the bride, was matron of honer. William Norris Moss served as
best man. '
Mrs. Parrish is a graduate of
South Fulton high school and
Draughn's Business College of Paducah. For the past six years she
has been employed at Fall and
Fall in Fulton as a secdetary.
MreParrish is also a graduate of
South; Fulton high school and served four years in the U.S. Navy.
Immediately following the ceremony the young couple left for a
motor trip thruogh east Tentiessee.

1:J.

BANH—PHONE 61

011/te

lot (vetyapte

Farm and City Property
List or Buy With Us!
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Our 1948 Christmas Club
Is Novs- Open

Buyiag furniture for Christ- .
mas? Let us show you our
beautiful pieces for every
room in the house.

SAVE THE EASY WAY ... a little each week,
and have money for gifts next year! Choose any
of these plans:
Deposit
Deposit
Deposi'
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit

25e
50e
$1
$2
$3
$5

weekly
weekly
weekly
weekly
weekly
weekly

you
you
you
you
you
you

receive
receive
receive
receive
receive
receive

•

$12.50
25.
50.
100.
150.
150.

A

•
a

Graham Furniture Co.

:Fulton Bank

303

Safety --- Service --- Satisfaction

Dr. H.

•
NURRE, BINSWANGER MIRRORS

PREMIER VACUUM CLEANERS

V
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MERSMAN TABLES
VICTORIAN FURNITURE

SAMSON LUGGAGE

Member F. D. I. C.
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FARM BUREAU QUEEN
TO BE SELECTED AT
LOUISVILLE JAN.1

in them—'hey are not in the marTerrel Nofsinger of Bullitt counket for anything but good sound ty sold 22 late lambs which averagAmericanism.
ed 92 pounds for $24.50 a hundred
pounds.
A record book should be standard
It is estimated that 50,000 pounds
equipment on a good farm, &Yen if of tobacco were primed in Taylor
it does "show up" what goes on, county, following eight cutting and
Intl what comes off.
priming demonstrations.

To leave no doubt that Kentucky's
fame for beautiful girls is fully
.usifit...1, a Farm Bureau Queen of
19413. will be crowned by the As- iciated Women of the Kenutcky
Farm Bureau Federa'ion during' the
erganization's annual convention
Jan.' 7-9 in Louisville, says Mrs.
Greenwood Cocanougher, AssociatWomen's direetor.
Women Farm Bureau leaders believe !ha' a high proportion of the
' atitifui girls conte from the
,,iuntry, and they are setting out
In prove it by selecting a Farm Bu
re-au Queen. They also believe 'hat
beauty in Kentucky is more than
"skin deep,' so it will take leadership, intelligence and other accomplishments, as well as beauty,
to win.
Each county Farm Bureau in
Ken'ucky (110 of them) has been
askt•1 to select a queen) and enter
her in the 'state contest. Numerous
counties already have indicated tha'
they will have a county queen in
the state contest, though no ac'ual
s,..lections have been' reported as
,
yet.
Each contestan' will be judged on
her scholastic standing, leadership
activities and family Farm Bureau
record, as well as her appearance.
She must be between the ages of
15 and 20 and be endorsed by her
county Farm Bureau.
The winner will receive $25 and
an all-expense trip 'o the convention; second place and honorable
mention awards will be an all-expense trip to the convention. Out•state judges will score the contestants and make the final award.

IfYour NoseFills 11
Spoils Sleep Tonight
Surprisingly fast,Va-tro-nol works right
where trouble is to open up your clogged
nose—relieve stuffy transient congestion. You'll like the way it brings relief.
(NOTE: Va-tro-nol is also grand for
relieving sniflly, sneezy distress of head
colds.) Follow directions in folder.

Veterinary Service
Day or Ni5ht
Phone .1107-R
Or Call 76

Dr. H. W. Connaughton
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BIG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST
Every mile gives added proof of

As more and more Chevrolet owners are discovering,
years of service mean nothing to a Chevrolet! This car
has extra strength in every part—built-in -ruggedness
and reliability—the excellence that endures. It will serve
you for scores of thousands of miles, and the longer you
drive it the stronger your appreciation of its value—for
it possesses Big-Car durability and dependability
unequaled in its field.

for speedy baking
One look will tell you that
Chevrolet • out-styles all other
cars in ifs field. It brings
you smarter design—smarter
colors—smarter upholstery
and appointments! It alone
offers a luxurious Body by
Fisher at lowest prices.

Fleischmann's Dry Yeast
is right there when you need it

AMERI,E.A2LLHJVAY
The fanatical, misguided zealots
v,-ho are trying to transplant one or
ether of the totalitarian slave systems to free America have counted some chickens before they were
hatched. Onc of these chicks is
their assump'ion that the sons and
daughters of men and women who
migrated to this country from Europe would welcome their ideologies.
One has but to give this a bi'
thought to realize why, with a few
, isolated exceptions, these American
citizens of foreign forebears are
turning deaf „gars and giving the
I cold- shouldees to these would-be
I destroyees of "The American Way."
I What is now the United States
v.-as first of all settled by people
who had come from Europe to escape restrictions of their religious.
political and social liberties, and
set up on this continent a new social order of life.
4
After 'he Revolutionary War,
word began to trickle back to Europe that here in America something new and beautiful had been
launcher!. Millions of Europeans,
weary of oppression and lack of opportunity in the lands in which 'hey
lived. cas' longing eyes at American
and determined that some day they
would pul] up stakes and come to
'his land of fr...i.dom and opportunity.
During the 19th Century, millions
of them did come. America needed
them, welcomed them and put
them ,to work. Here they began to
eeljoy`the things they had dreamed
about; here they found no caste
system; here they discovered tha'
a man by his skill and toil could
carve his own niche in society.
But. of the great many millions
who looked with envious. eves aross the sea and nlanned eventu.ially 'o TOM(' here. enly a comparatively few millions actually came. It
takes great courage to tear one•elf
up by the roots and trek to a for,
ign land.
And go...ihose who ac'tially did
erime, were those who wanted freedom and opportunity badly enough
courageously tale.. the plunge.
They had the real pioneering sOirit
. 'ha' was so negessary to assist in
the further developing of America.
They were the strong, the. courageous. the intelligent of the countries
from' which 'hey came. They were
the "cream of the crop."
Thay ma.cic a tremendous contribution to the building of America
.Amnrica contributed in large measure to them. The rosy repor's they
had heard ahout this glorious land.
they found to be no exaggeration.
They came—they saw—they worked—they participa'ed in the good
things that America afforded—they
were content.
That is why the communists and
peddlers of o'her slave economics
have failed to arouse a spark of interest'among our citizens of foreign
,ancestry. These people are descendtants of the strong, intelligent and
heroic of Europe. In the final an'here is something to herediY and especially when it is given
Ian opportunity to take root in an
deal environ.ment. The courage
hich inspirel their forebears to
ome here, is reborn and relieves

Thtmore you drive it,
the more you like it:

•Get it todiq! Fleischmann's Fast
Rising Dry Yeast, the modern baking
disi:oyery that keeps fresh in the cupboard ror weeks-- always "on the spot"
for extra-quick baking, extra delicious
results. IF l'OU BAKE AT HOME—
lay in a good supply of speedy acting
Fleischmann's Fast Ri..ing Dry Yeast—
use it as you need it. At your grocer's.

The demand for new Chevrolets surpasses all
previous records. That means it's wise to safeguard your transportation by bringing your
present car to us for skilled service, now and crf
regular intervals, pending delivery of your new
car. See us for dependable, car-saving service.

You'll enjoy x'mum
riding -smoothness
and road-steadiness,
too, because only
Chevrolet, of all cars
in its field, brings
you the fIrm, easy,
balanced movement
of the Unitized KneeAction Rid•

CHEVROLET
LOWEST-PRICED

CITY

ieps in the cupboard
it
-g-

/ CHEVROLET %
I
i—

You can't beat a Chevrolet for
all-round performance with
•conomy. And Chevrolet's
world's-champion Valve-inHead Thrift-Moster Engine,
unique In its price range,
wrings the last ounce of energy out of every gallon of fuel.

ITS
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MOTOR CO.

110 Lake Street
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We love every part of it . . .
the crowds, the hustle-bustle,
the excitement! And we think
'

you

when you shop

at KASNOWS . . . where
the very atmosphere tingles
with excitement, and "Merry
Christmas" is the order of
the day. Right now . . . and
right up to the last thrilling
minute . . . you'll find us
brimming over with such
good cheer, and such good
gifts for everyone ... you just
can't help having fun!

•

•

KASNOW'S
"CLOTHING FOR THE FAMILY"
448 Lake Street

Fulton

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

MMIttp-MARIMPOM/070-17tittAtt71kM

Friday, December 12, 1947

, KENTUCKY
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON

SURPLUS SALIS *
War Assets Adm.

Among the sui•plus property sales
scheduled through the WAA Customer Service Center, 704 Race St,
Cincinnati, is more than $104,000
worth of unused tractors located at
the U. S. Naval Ammuition Depot.
Crane, Indiana. which will be sold
at fixed prices to all priority claimants and construction and farm mas
chinery dealers and manufacturer
8.
in a sale beginning Dacember or.
Harry E. Ritter, Regional Direct be
stated that all orders should
directed to the Cincinnati Vi'AA office.
The Cincinnati WAA office will
also accent sealed bids from priority claimants on five lots of ferrous
metals including aluminum, bronze.
alloy bar stock; aluminum bar
stock, copper tubing and nickle
copper tubing until 10:00 a.m. (ES
T) December 16.
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PILOT OAK
Mrs. Mary Collins
Waggoner, Mrs. Allene
Edna
Me.S.
Lowry and Mrs. Evalene Yates
were shopping in Mayfield Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie- Lciyd Owens
and Larry Dale visited Mr. and
Mrs. B. G.-Lowry Tuesday evening.
night
Marshell fowry spent the
with them.
-Mrs. Louise Olive and children
were in Fulton Wednesday after•
noon.
Esquire John Yates and wife atld ThursMayfie
tended court in
day of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Gossurn and
Jerry Wayne. Mrs. B. G. Lowry and
Jimmie Allen had simper Friday
night with Mr. and Mrs. B. • II.
I.owry and Larry Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Mount. Mr. arul
Mrs. Orbie .Bushart and Word, Mr.
and Mrs. Neal Busreart and children had S.unday dinner with Mr.
sni Mrs. H. B. Gibson Sunday.
bn-'11was Mrs: Gibson and
dav.
,1;x,csoft and Jimreic Allen
:1,1011•?oci a 4-H club meetiru.
*
Soturclay.
Mrs„Tohn Yates visited
,ed MrS. Whit Blackburn and
Tene.
Sunday fa?
r•b". IIniely Vaughn of-- Detrolt.
'.•':::•ng his daughter and ferrate.
and
anl Mrs. Jaelc
clren.
1.Ir. and -Mrs. Dui50 Mayfield and
children socett the week end with
•
Mr. and Mrs. Williarn Morris.
Mr. aed Mrs, Willie .Yates from
Mayfield took Sunday dinner with
Mr. and MN. Harry Yates.

$12.98 to $14.98

$5.95 to $7.95
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When that certain
*
/ someone Alls t.er stockings
this Christmas. make sure
they're Cluussner exquisite
G
Kleer•Sheer nylons
clear caso of sheer'
thoughtfolness.

%cam and pretty
CHENILLE ROBES • . cozy,
14 to 41.
too! All colors. and white. Sizes
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Her Personal Gift
A Smart Sweater

Tailored 4-Gore Slily:, Make
Smart Gifts!
Satins and crepes, plain or lace trimmed_ -White and t(..!:,1.c:=:•e.
.$298 to $498

Coat styles and Abet%
ers in fancy and se;..;
celsor. Warm, all-e•
Sizes 32-40.
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$3.98 to ;14.98
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Ladies' Smart
Gloves

'Welfare Workers Club
Meefs'With Mrs. Watts

Sch
tuck
that
Sc

kird leather, suede and
all- vools.

Head Scarfs

The Welfare Workers Club met
with Mrs. Bettie V.Patts. November
26. With 41 members and three visitors present. The president, Mrs.
.Lticille Palmer called the hot:se to
order. Devotional, Mrs. Diana Wg,ttr.
After 'singing several origs.."'t1::, •
r.11,2„;
r•-•‘11 WU,arrswcr;:i 1)7.PLEASING!
1'11ACTICAL!
;arr.
ka-sion, the maeting
e
1\157.5' SHIRTS
.ozirrted ;re- n ch•.•.licious noott I,.!r7eh
s in
rne aper;oon- so-sion was msum-!•,t A 1-incl,
:ome array of whiles, solids and stripe
.".10
rd by 4ingirg both olcl. ard.
broadcloth and chambray.
earing
hard-w
Th
•SsliardS. lel by • Miss
re-rect "coders sycre apnoimed fc, 1-4 Sizes 14 'to 17.
th-- revel-in/ year:
and $3.95
1`.'tir.A.„Odern. eave z
slin coverin.g.
!7 ,••:,7.!raJi5
tyj
Recreation. Mes. Leeise 114:•;T'rizo,'; v.-on by Mrs. Dorihin Watts 4$5.
cce - Mrs. Martha Oliver. ,_
Sunshine rifts were drawn. the
-n-•-•etin then adicur•••ed to meet with
Miss Saeah King for the Christmas
dlnner, Decc.mher 17 ai 41 o'clock.

The net.v rayons
and all-wools in
florals and solids
ineludinc; white.
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$1.49 to 54.95
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LADIES'HANDI3AGS

Only healthy .chickens make good
sn of grain fed to poultry: and a
bird lost is a dead weight on feed

_,

A
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s and solid
'QUILTED ROBES in fle.:11 design
colors. Sizes 32-10.

Select one of these good patents, suedes
or leathers •:ith the "new shape" . . .
All colors
love lt!

1,eaninoly Lot12

P.
noted
ary
$1624
$2000
by
hope
find
age
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HIM
A GIFT'FOR
fur
leather,

t

I

Worm, capeskin
eloves.

$5.95
AfriOther tine glpves in South unca.: capeskin and pigskin,

$2.98 to $4.98
Wool gloves in colors, checks and
fancy natterns.

HI'2. USEFUL GIFT!

HIS PFLA.CTICAl. GIFT!

Warn mufflers in rayons acid
all-wools. Fancy and solid colors
and altuhites. Longs and square.

Give Lim fancy-stripe broadcloth
pajamas. Coat style, elastic side
Pants for comfvrt. Sizes A to D.

:4.49 to $3.95

98c to $1.98
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